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INDUSTRY

Expressions of Interest: Strategic Investment Advisory Panels
Hort Innovation is seeking Expressions of Interest from suitably qualiﬁed growers and other supply chain
stakeholders for the dried grape, dried prune and dried tree fruit industry Strategic Investment Advisory Panels.
The panels provide strategic investment advice to Hort Innovation in relation to industry marketing and research and development
programs funded by industry levies and matching dollars from the Australian Government. They are guided by the strategic priorities
set out in the industry Strategic Investment Plans.
If you would like to help shape the future of the dried grape, dried prune and dried tree fruit industries, we are keen to hear from you.
It’s easy to apply using the Expression of Interest form at www.horticulture.com.au/siap-form.
Applications will be assessed and short-listed by an independent recruitment ﬁrm. A selection panel may then interview shortlisted
candidates. The selection panel will recommend the ﬁnal panel composition to the Hort Innovation Board.
For more information or to request a form sent to you by mail, contact Hort Innovation on 03 9691 3525.
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Chairman’s report
Real risks from applying GST to
fresh foods
Mark King
Chairman
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During the past 15 years, the Australian
dried grape industry has endured
periods of poor returns, severe drought,
with associated reduction in water
allocations and dumping of imported
product, although it is currently facing
an improved outlook with world supply
and demand in reasonable balance.
Since 2007/08, Dried Fruits Australia
has been directly involved in antidumping actions (in relation to imported
Greek dried currants) facilitated by the
continuing improvements being made
to the anti-dumping system by both
Labor and Coalition Governments.
In addition, the industry is currently
involved in promotion and marketing
projects aimed at supporting the major
Australian brands, such as Sunbeam
Foods and Angas Park Fruit Company.
One of these projects involves provision
of funding support for a range of
promotion activities in Europe aimed at
lifting our exports of high quality dried
grapes.
Dried Fruits Australia has serious
concerns about the likely adverse
impacts of a broadening of the existing
GST base to include fresh foods or
increasing the GST rate. We believe that
there is a real risk that small horticulture
industries like dried grapes will be
seriously affected and promotion and
marketing efforts seriously undermined.
As most low and medium income
consumers have limited discretionary
income for weekly food purchases, it
is logical that any increase in cost will
adversely affect demand for products
such as dried grapes, which may be
seen as non-essential. Also, as some
processed foods already have GST
applied to them, any broadening of
the GST base to include other foods,
would see those products relatively
disadvantaged, as they will be seen by
consumers to be more expensive.
All of the dried fruits industries in
Australia already face strong import
competition. Broadening the GST base
would see increased pricing pressure
on Australian processor/marketers from
supermarkets. As exporting countries
generally have lower cost structures,
we believe that the exporters involved
would be in a stronger position
(compared to Australian processors)
to respond to this pressure and
accept reduced prices to offset
the higher costs due to GST. Thus,
Australian product would become less
competitive.
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Increasing the rate of the GST from
10% to say 15%, would also inevitably
lead to higher wage costs. Although not
easy to quantify, we do know that as
costs increase the pressure to increase
wages also rises. History suggests
that higher wage costs ultimately flow
through and lead to higher input costs,
adversely impacting on grower viability.
While there is talk of compensation,
dried fruit growers, with relatively
low incomes, would be difficult to
compensate for a broadening of the
GST base or an increase in the GST
rate, as there would be limited benefit,
if any, from measures such as reduced
income tax rates.
Given the above, we believe that there
are real risks to rural communities from
the application of GST to food and/or
increasing the rate.
Our broad concerns have been
reinforced by the findings of a recent
report entitled The Distributional Impact
of the GST from the University of
Canberra (National Centre for Social
and Economic Modelling). The report
highlights the likely negative impacts on
low income families as is illustrated in
these few extracts:
¡ “Broadening the base would impact
on low income households more
than high income households”
¡ “The expansion of the GST base
to include fresh food makes the
largest contributions to the increase
in the GST burden for low income
households.”
¡ “It is the greater proportion of
household income used for
consumption in low income
households that ensures they
are more adversely impacted by
increases in consumption taxes….”
¡ “…..these tax cuts would do
little to benefit the lowest income
household.”
In concluding, with the issues facing
the general community in relation to
obesity in both children and adults, we
question why governments would take
any action that increases the cost of
healthy, fresh foods and risks adversely
affecting consumption levels.

Mark King
Chairman

ATGA Chairman’s report
Happy harvest to all - hope it is a
good one!
Hi all, picking is well and truly under
way at the time of writing this report.
Emerald had a reasonable crop,
starting with good prices and fruit
of a reasonable quality to offer the
consumers. One of the issues this
year appears to be a lack of suitable
employee’s which is stretching out the
harvest for some of the bigger farms.
We also had one of the major chains
stay out of domestic grapes in the
early part of the season. Aldi had some
disappointing results in last year’s early
season testing program, so I certainly
can’t blame them for being a bit gun
shy about the early Australian season.

One disappointing aspect of what
is shaping up to be an okay season
for Aussie growers, is that there
is still United States fruit in many
regional areas during the first week
of December. I believe most of the
importers did the right thing, and
ceased their import program earlier this
year in the plan to have a slight supply
gap between the end of one season
and the start of the domestic season.
However, the carryover and slow selling
fruit wasn’t dumped as it should have
been. It was sent to regional areas!
Is this because wholesalers/retailers
believe that rural people don’t care, or
because they don’t care that we care?

There was some speculation that their
absence in the early season was due to
a comment made by the Australian Table
Grape Association to senior staff at Aldi,
suggesting they may need to raise Brix
levels to 17°Brix for Menindee Seedless.

Fruit quality this year has been okay,
without being spectacular, and there
are a few hen and chicken issues with
St George and Mundubbera. Small
issues, but made into big issues as
wholesalers demand perfection at
discount rates.

This is true in part, and the comment
was in relation to the average testing
procedure used by growers and DCs.
The definition of an average implies that
there are numbers above and below that
figure, so if the minimum specification is
an average, there will always be fruit that
fall below spec.

One of my biggest bugbears this year is
the number of pack types we growers
are required to do if supplying the
wholesale markets. Individual bags,
generic bags, supermarket bags, some
loose (yah!); and they all want them
on the same day. Production is sliding
because of this and costs are rising.

We strongly advised all chains to
use either Brix or sugar to acid
ratio, not both. While Brix levels
sometimes struggle to reach minimum
specification, often the acid is very
low, and the eating experience is quite
satisfactory. So, a 15.5°Brix sample
with only 5 grams of acid per litre has a
sugar to acid ratio of 31, which is fine.

Prices at the moment are reflective of
this, but so far this year is a one in 10
year result. Let’s hope it continues and
that the growers following in the New
Year can get some reasonable returns
for their efforts.

I was surprised when testing my fruit,
and picked four berries to do a quick
check. Individual berries measured
14.9, 15, 15.2 and 18°Brix. When I
combined the juice, my reading was
16.2°Brix. Based on the combined
sample the fruit is above specification
and good to go. WRONG. And this
is what the retailers are concerned
about because if you look closely at
the individual readings 75% of that
test was below spec. I believe the
extra juice in the ripe berry contributed
more than its share to the test sample,
skewing the results.
Let’s go back to our recent suggestion,
and test the fruit from the bottom of
the bunch. Not perfect, but much
better than sending immature fruit in
what is perceived to be an above spec
shipment.

I hope everyone had a good Christmas,
and all the best for the New Year and
the rest of the season.

Richard Lomman
Chairman
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Cover story
Aussie dried grapes take on Europe

Dried Fruits Australia Chairman Mark King and Board Member Jenny Treeby met up with Sunbeam Foods International Trading
Manager Thomas Cheung at Anuga to observe the Australian promotion and latest food trends.

The good news continues for the
dried grape industry following the
International Conference of Seedless
Dried Grape Producing Countries in
Hamburg, Germany on 15-16 October
2015. Delegations from Argentina,
Australia, Chile, Iran, South Africa,
Turkey and the United States met
following the conclusion of the northern
hemisphere harvest, to exchange
information on world production and
marketing.
Dried Fruits Australia Chairman Mark
King, Chief Executive Officer Phil
Chidgzey and Board member Jenny
Treeby travelled to Europe to represent
Australia where they heard the area
planted to vines for dried grapes is
declining in most countries.
“Record returns from the nut industry
and a shortage of water is driving the
move to remove old or low producing
vines,” Mr King said.
“China and India are the exception
with both countries increasing their
acreage.”
In other countries unfavourable weather
conditions have impacted global
production from sultana / natural
seedless raisin varieties which is
estimated to have decreased by 8% on
2014 levels (Table 1).
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Overall, the forecast is for Northern
Hemisphere production to drop by
over 100,000t, Southern Hemisphere
production to increase by about 5,000t
and carryover stocks to rise by about
9,000t.

DFA Chairman Mark
King represented
Australia at the
International Conference
of Seedless Dried Grape
Producing Countries.
The conference also estimated that
the total product available for export
marketing was likely to drop by 15%.
Further analysis of results revealed that
at the end of the season only 36,239t
will be carried forward to the next
season. The conference concluded
that this ending stock is smaller than
expected and some good planning
would be needed to ensure supply to
all demands.
Mr King said that the global supply and
demand situation should continue to be
a positive influence on the dried grape
market into 2016.

Unfortunately the news is not so good
for currant growers he said.
“While the Greeks continue to produce
smaller than usual crops, other
countries that produce currants - the
US, South Africa and Australia - all had
slightly increased levels of production
for 2015 which bumped world
production from 28,409t last year up to
30,027t in 2015 (Table 2).”
Mr King said the market for currants
remains subdued, but a weaker
Australian dollar, would help move
Australian currants at a realist price.

Global marketing
With the return to a balanced supply and
demand for sultanas, participants were
keen to build demand for the category
through marketing and promotion.
Mr King said Australia and South
Africa had raised the concept of a
jointly funded international promotion
program in the past and received a
strong positive response. Conference
organisers had taken this one
step further and included several
presentations to support this stance.
The presentations included:
¡ Louis van Zyl, Hortgro General
Manager Generic promotion
program for fresh fruit

Table 1: Global production and sale of sultana and raisins (All figures metric tonnes packed weight).
Country

Argentina
Australia
Chile
China

Carryover

Estimated
production

Total
available
product

Domestic
consumption

Available for
export

Planned
carryover

Surplus
stock

2,000

38,000

40,000

7,000

33,000

0

5,000

200

14,500

14,700

11,700

3,000

0

0

3, 000

58,000

61,000

5,000

56,000

0

0

0

120,000

120,000

80,000

40,000

0

0

Greece

0

5,000

5,000

5,000

0

0

0

India

0

140,000

140,000

140,000

0

0

0

Iran

5,000

140,000

145,000

45,000

100,000

0

0

South Africa

3,500

36,800

40,300

10,300

30,000

5,000

0

Turkey

41,000

196,000

237,000

45,000

192,000

0

12,000

United States

96,203

291,770

387,972

179,062

208,910

73,708

19,239

Uzbekistan

0

45 000

45,000

45,000

0

0

0

2015 Total

150,903

1,085,070

1,235,972

573,062

662,910

78,708

36,239

141,441

1,204,889

1,346,330

568,224

778,106

105,596

52,600

7%

-10%

-8%

1%

-15%

-25%

-31%

2014
% Difference

¡ John Giles, Promar, UK Divisional
Director, Ways of prioritising
international markets for a possible
promotion program for raisins
¡ Edward Garner, Kantar World Panel
Director, A retail expert’s view on
what is happening in the dried fruit
sector , including detail information
on movements in the dried fruit
market
“Work is continuing on the development
of a joint promotion proposal that
will focus on the health benefits of
sultanas,” Mr King said.
“The US has confirmed they are
interested in developing the concept,
and the next conference will
concentrate on the logistics of such a
program and the expected gains.”

Securing Australia’s future
Australia has already initiated its
own generic international marketing
campaign.
“Dried Fruits Australia realises the need
to grow the Australian industry and
provide critical mass if we are to have a
sustainable future,” Mr King said.
“Australian growers have always prided
themselves on being able to produce
high quality, light coloured dried fruit.
However, we have lost ground in the
international marketplace in recent
years due to low volumes of fruit and
must now re-establish Australia as a
supplier of premium sultanas.

“We need to lift Australian exports
towards 3000t and aim to stimulate
investment in the industry through
the Dried Vine Fruit Diversification
and Sustainability Initiative, ongoing
innovation and a continuation of
reasonable returns to help to achieve
this.”
Mr King said it was not enough to
simply encourage growers to invest in
new plantings, they also need the tools
and knowledge to ensure quality fruit
can be produced.
“Last year Dried Fruits Australia developed
a set of best practice guidelines for
growers and the redevelopment of our
website and provision of an online library
resource for members means growers
can access information at any time or
place. Meanwhile we continue to improve
our production methods, yields and
quality with investment in the Producing
High Value Dried Grapes project and by
facilitating access to new varieties such as
Sunglo, Black Gem and Bruce’s Sport.”

Aussie sultanas in Europe
A Hort Innovation project using the
dried grape marketing levy was
approved in mid-2015 to promote
Australian sultanas in Europe.
Mr King said Dried Fruits Australia had
taken a proactive role in promoting
Australian dried grapes to overseas
markets and designed a high quality
promotion document.

“Up until this point the industry didn’t
have access to quality promotional
material to sell the message about
Australian quality dried grapes,” Mr
King said.
“By creating the brochure we can
showcase our rich history and the
innovative practices and technologies
being used in Australia which help
encourage efficiency and minimal
chemical use.
“We are pushing the quality,
plumpness, and great taste of
Australian dried fruit, not the colour,”
he said.
“We believe that the investments
we have made in our trellis systems,
equipment and production techniques
mean that we will always be able to
deliver good quality fruit, but it may
not always be light in colour.
Mr King said Boesch Boden Spies was
appointed agent for the industry and
they had run a number of promotional
advertisements in the Bako diary and
calendar as well as attended trade
events including Anuga.

Anuga Trade Fair
While passing through Europe to the
conference Mr King and Ms Treeby
stopped in at the 33rd Anuga Trade Fair
at Cologne, Germany where Boesch
Boden Spies had a stand and were
promoting Australian sultanas.
Continued on page 6
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From page 5
Held every two years, Anuga is a
premier trade fair for the food and
drinks industry. Mr King said the event
continued to grow in popularity and this
year there were about 160,000 visitors
over the five days.
“More than 7,000 exhibitors from
108 countries showcased products
and innovations in the food service
industry in an area that spread over 28
hectares,” he said.

Dappie Smit of South
Africa was elected
chairman for the
International Conference
of Seedless Dried Grape
Producing Countries.
“The exhibition space is huge, but
when you consider buyers from
over 190 countries come looking for
inspiration, business contacts and new
taste experiences, the reach of Anuga
is enormous.”
Mr King said the brochures were
popular among patrons at the event,
many of whom were the key buyers for
their company.
He said food safety was a concern in
many countries and this provided an
opportunity for Australia as buyers
viewing the brochure where most
interested in the clean and green

Samples of quality Australian dried fruit and a new promotional brochure outlining the
industry's strengths at Anuga and other trade shows have helped win back the premium
European market.

is important as it provides the industry
with important access to global
networks and up-to-date information on
production and marketing trends.”

production and drying of sultanas in
Australia.
“There is much to be gained from
attending trade fairs such as this and
I will be recommending Dried Fruits
Australia attends in 2017,” he said.

Dried Fruits Australia will attend next
year’s International Conference of
Seedless Dried Grape Producing
Countries in China where is it hoped that
Uzbekistan may also be represented.

“Similarly, participation at the
International Dried Grape Conference

Table 2: Global production and sale of Goldens and currants (All figures metric tonnes packed weight).
Goldens
Country

Carryover

Currants

Estimated
production

Total available
product

Carryover

Estimated
production

Total available
product

Argentina

0

500

500

0

0

0

Australia

0

0

0

150

1,950

2,100

Chile

500

5,000

5,500

0

0

0

China

0

0

0

0

0

0

Greece

0

0

0

8,000

22,000

30,000

India

0

15,000

15,000

0

0

0

Iran

0

35,000

35,000

0

0

0

2,100

20,000

22,100

3,000

3,625

3,625

0

0

0

0

0

0

South Africa
Turkey
United States

5,052

15,692

20,774

1,085

2,452

3,537

Uzbekistan

0

0

0

0

0

0

2015 Total

7,652

91,192

98,874

12,235

30,027

39,262

2014 Total
% Difference

8,570
-11%

98,234
-7%

76,804
13%

7,862
6%

28,409
1%

36,271
1%
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Members encouraged to register for on-line library
The Dried Fruits Australia website has
been reinvigorated with a vibrant new
look and more information for growers
and consumers.

“This precious resource is available to
both grower and processor members,
but will not be open to the general
public.

A key feature of the new design
has been the inclusion of a secure
members’ area which allows Dried
Fruits Australia members to access
the on-line library and other industry
information and reports.

“I encourage all Dried Fruits Australia
members to contact the DFA office and
register to use the website.

Dried Fruits Australia Chief Executive
Phil Chidgzey said the library was one
of the outcomes of the Dried Fruits
Knowledge Management Project
which aimed to collate all the industry
references and research data in the
one location.
To date more than 550 publications
have been scanned and uploaded.
They include: R&D reports; papers;
best practice information; books;

“Browse through the library, you never
know what useful tips you may find
that may help increase productivity and
profitability on the farm.”
and past issues of The Vine and its
predecessor Dried Fruits News.
“This project has preserved the
knowledge accumulated over several
decades, and by bringing it together in
the one convenient location, improved
its accessibility and usefulness to the
industry,” Mr Chidgzey said.

The registration process is quick
and easy, members need to talk DFA
Membership Officer Dolores ShawWait, confirm their email address
(used as the username) and create
a password. This will enable them
to access the on-line library and a
wide range of industry and research
information.

Revised date for New Varieties Field Walk
Selecting which grape varieties to plant
and getting the mix of varieties right to
manage risk and time and labour inputs
can be a difficult decision.
As varieties mature at different times
growers are now looking to plant a mix
of varieties on their properties. This
helps minimise the risk of damage to
the fruit from a single rain event and
also spreads the workload over harvest.

Over the past few years, Cardross
grower, Allan Long has opened his
property for a field walk to allow growers
to observe his plantings of new sultana
type varieties to directly compare the
varieties themselves. We are fortunate
that he has agreed to do so again.

Please note the date of the field walk
has changed from the previous notice
and will now be held on Sunday 17
January 2016 and will commence at
10:00am. Mr Long’s property is situated
at the intersection of Westcliffs road
and Ropers Road, Cardross.

This will be the last opportunity to see
all of the varieties planted as some of
the varieties in the demonstration block
are going to be removed.

Further information will be sent to Dried
Fruits Australia members through DFA’s
e-news service.

Diary 2016
JANUARY
17

New Varieties Field Walk, Allan
Long’s property, intersection of
Westcliffs and Ropers Roads,
Cardross. Contact Dried Fruits
Australia:
T: (03) 5023 5174.

FEBRUARY
3-5

Fruit Logistic, Messe Berlin
GmbH, Berlin, Germany,
W: www.fruitlogistica.de/en

MARCH
3-4

Global Agriculture Summit
2016, Growing connections for
flourishing communities, Dordt

College, Sioux Center, Iowa,
United States,
W: www.agrisummit.org
8-11

Foodex Japan 2016, Makuhari
Messe, Chiba, Japan,
W: www3.jma.or.jp/foodex/en

APRIL
5-7

Irrigation New Zealand
Conference and Expo 2016,
Oamaru, New Zealand,
W: www.irrigationnz.
co.nz/events-training/
conference-2016

12-15 FHA Singapore 2014,
Singapore Expo, Singapore,
W: www.foodnhotelasia.com

MAY
5-7

SIAL China, Shanghai New
International Expo Centre,
Shanghai, China,
W: www.sialchina.com

8-11

17th HOFEX, Hong Kong
Convention and Exhibition
Centre, Hong Kong.
W: www.hofex.com

10-13 Seoul Food Hotel 2016, Korean
International Exhibition Center,
Seoul, South Korea.
W: www.seoulfoodnhotel.co.kr
13-14 Riverina Field Days, Griffith
Showgrounds.
W: www.riverinafielddays.com
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NFF News
New initiatives announced to revolutionise
agriculture
For the first time in a generation, digital
technologies can enable farmers to
achieve a quantum leap forward in their
performance.”
The NFF aims to launch a publicly
available service for all farmers in July;
as well as specific solutions for the
cotton, horticulture and beef farmers in
late 2016, with other commodities to
follow soon after.

Sprout
The new innovation hub for agricultural
technologies, ‘Sprout’ will be a
mechanism to identify, foster and
promote the best new ideas in the food
and agribusiness arena.
Three initiatives to digitally transform
Australian agriculture and help
the industry seize the vast growth
opportunities before it were announced
by Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull on
12 December.
Led by the National Farmers’
Federation (NFF) the initiatives are
underpinned by partnerships with
Accenture, Crowe Horwath part of
Findex, Prime Super, Commonwealth
Bank, Vodafone and Coles, and
include:
¡ a bold new online platform
¡ Digital Agriculture Service; and
¡ a new incubator for agricultural startups and technologies.
NFF Chief Executive Officer, Simon
Talbot, said Australian agriculture is
entering a new growth phase. “We need
to reposition agriculture as an industry
not of the past, but of the future with a
flourishing culture of entrepreneurialism
and innovation. These three initiatives
will help facilitate this shift, while
bolstering prosperity across the sector.”

Online platform
NFF’s new Online Platform aims to bring
farmers, agribusiness professionals and
consumers together in an engaging
online platform designed to create value
for farmers, agribusiness and consumers.
It will deliver the most up-to-date food
and agribusiness news, weather and
market information; integrate best
management practice; and provide
member benefits, blogs, commentary,
and the ability to magnify the industry’s
voice using campaigns and live policy
development.
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Vodafone Director of Strategy and
Corporate Affairs Dan Lloyd said their
investment in the platform further
strengthened Vodafone’s commitment
to regional Australia. “Through our
network investment and our advocacy
for greater regional mobile coverage
and choice, we are standing up for
regional Australia,” Mr Lloyd said.
The Online Platform will go live in May
2016.

Digital agriculture service
NFF is collaborating with Accenture,
its Official Strategy and Digital Partner,
to develop and deliver new digital
technologies and services.
“By creating a new digital service
by farmers, for farmers, the NFF, in
collaboration with Accenture, can
help avoid the scenarios playing
out overseas where farmers are
overwhelmed by complex and
disconnected data locked away by
individual service providers,” Mr Talbot
said.
“The NFF will implement extensive data
security measures to provide protection
of farmers’ data for their benefit, and
the benefit of the wider industry.
“Today farmers generate volumes of
complex data and there is enormous
scope to use this data to enhance
decision making and improve farm gate
returns.
“By taking advantage of major
innovation trends such as Big Data
and the Internet of Things, tools like
the Digital Agriculture Service have
the potential to add significant value
to farm gate returns in coming years.

The NFF and Crowe Horwath parent
company, Findex, have assembled a
highly skilled assessment panel, and
are developing relationships with capital
partners to provide agri-entrepreneurs
with financial backing.
“The agriculture sector has a proud
history of innovation, often led by our
farmers themselves,” Mr Talbot said.
“As the pace of innovation globally
continues to increase, we need
pathways to identify the best ideas and
get them to market sooner in order to
remain at the cutting edge.”
Spiro Paule, Chief Executive Officer,
Findex, said Sprout would be a
powerful tool to help drive agricultural
innovation.
“This program will be the first of its kind
in the Southern Hemisphere, supporting
grassroots innovation in what is
arguably the country’s most important
sector,” Mr Paule said.
“Findex will leverage its global expertise
in business establishment to assist
people and businesses who have new
ideas to ultimately further agriculture’s
success.”
The first round of applications for
incubation via Sprout will open in early
2016.
Coles Managing Director, John Durkan,
said Coles was pleased to support the
initiatives which would help to drive
innovation and ideas in Australian
agriculture.
For more information, please visit the
official website: www.nffdigital.org.au

News
Industry AGMs focus on the future
The Voice of Horticulture and Horticulture Innovation Australia both held Annual General Meetings
on the 27th November with both groups separately looking forward to working together.
There was a sense of hope and
optimism to emerge from the recent
Annual General Meetings of Hort
Innovation and the Voice of Horticulture.
Both groups have been recently
established - the Voice of Horticulture
emerged from the Horticulture Industry
Taskforce in March 2015 and Hort
Innovation was duly recognised by
Minister Joyce in November 2014.
The Voice of Horticulture now represents
34 different peak industry bodies from
around Australia, accounting for the vast
majority of the industry’s $10 billion farm
gate value and 30,000 businesses.
At the AGM the Voice of Horticulture
elected three board members
with vacancies occurring due to a
compulsory spill of two positions and
a casual vacancy. Lisa Rowntree,
grower and director of Australian Olives
Association, Peter Vaughan, Chief
Executive Officer of Nursery and Garden
Industry Australia and John Dollisson,

Chief Executive Officer of Apple and
Pear Australia, were duly elected.

consistent and united voice in plotting
the industry’s future growth,” she said.

Chair of the Voice of Horticulture, and
citrus grower, Tania Chapman was
excited by the outcomes of the Voice
of Horticulture AGM. “We had six
nominations for three board positions
and a large contingent of grower
organisations represented at the
meeting. The strong interest in the Voice
of Horticulture and the opportunities
for the industry, augers well for a clear,

“The Voice of Horticulture is increasing
its recognition in Canberra and
elsewhere as a transparent and
representative group seeking to
maximise returns to horticulture growers
in the fruit, nut, nursery, turf and cut
flower industries.”

The new Voice of Horticulture Board.

Members of the Voice of Horticulture
recently endorsed the focus on ensuring
that Hort Innovation provides improved
outcomes for growers. Ms Chapman
commented that Hort Innovation has had
a challenging year of transition involving
new relationships with key stakeholders.
“I am hopeful that the government
and the organisation can be flexible
and transparent in the way that they
resource the horticulture industry’s
research, development and marketing
needs and consult well with industry to
ensure effective outcomes.”

AvAilAble Now - software offering traceability from:
A single variety from a specific patch or block

Identify the picker or packers

Identify the container type used
30

Onto a pallet and into storage

Dispatch to the customer

Any rejected produce

5 Urwin Court, Po Box 374 Red Cliffs, VIC 3496 | Tel (03) 5024 1212| Fax (03) 5045 3333 | Email: kerry@innovative-tags.com.au
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DFA Chief Executive’s report
DFA Diversification and Sustainability Project Brief
Update
Mark King re-elected Chairman

Phil Chidgzey
DFA CEO

Dried grape growers are invited to
apply for stage 2 of the Dried Vine
Fruit Diversification and Sustainability
Initiative.
The $4.9 million initiativewas
announced by the Hon Jaala Pulford,
Minister for Regional Development and
Minister for Agriculturein August 2015.
It is part of the Murray-Darling Basin
Regional Economic Diversification
Program and is a key part of Dried
Fruits Australia’s strategy to attract new
investment and to ensure the industry
operates at a critical-mass necessary
for securing its long-term future.
The project involves commitments to:
¡ Develop a minimum of 180 hectares
planted to new varieties and
efficient production systems

The Dried Fruits Australia Board met
on Friday 18 December to elect a
Chairman and Deputy Chair.

a producer member for a one-year
term and Shannon Sharp as a special
expertise memberfor a two-year term.

It was the first time the board members
had come together since the Dried
Fruits Australia Annual Conference on
6 October where the AGM had
endorsed the selection of Ivan Shaw,
Jenny Treeby, Warren Lloyd and
Brian Boulton as producer members
for a two-year term; Tony Martin as

Mark King was elected Chairman for
another year and Stephen Bennett
Deputy Chair.

systems (18% on completion of capital
works and 2% when fruit production
is achieved). The first payment from
Regional Development Victoria is
scheduled at the end of March.

have signed these agreements.
Most of the agreements cover vine
developments in both 2015-16 and
2016-17. These signed agreements, to
date, encompass:
¡ 41 hectares of new plantings in
2015-16

Stage 1 EOI and outcomes
Expressions of interest (EOI) for Stage
1 of the initiative were called at the end
of August in order to get the project
underway during the 2015-16 season.
A total of 26 EOIs were received, with
proposals to plant over 90ha in 2015-16,
at a capital cost of around $800,000.

¡ Create 24 Full time new jobs from
$4.8 million in capital expenditure.

Almost all EOIs were considered
acceptable (although not all grape
varieties and proposed costs were
accepted) by the Project Reference
Group. Sunmuscat and Sunglo were
the dominant varieties proposed.

Participating growers will be reimbursed
20% of capital costs involved in
developing new vines and vineyard

Grower agreements were sent to all
successful applicants at the start of
November. To date,16 of the growers

¡ Recruit a minimum of 20 growers
¡ Generate an additional 1,500 tonnes
of annual dried grape production

The board also made determinations on
who should receive the DFA Innovation
Grants and approved one for Allan
Long and one for Graeme Matotek.

¡ $597,500 in capital expenditure in
2015-16.

Stage 2 Process
The second stage of the project is
now open and growers are invited to
submit an EOI outlining their proposed
development for 2016-17 or if funds
remain available in 2017.
EOI forms are available from the
Dried Fruits Australia office or can be
downloaded from the DFA website
www.driedfruitsaustralia.org.au. Once
complete, the forms must be submitted
to DFA by Close of Business 29 April,
2016 to be considered for the next
funding round.

Dried fruit import statistics

Import statistics (tonnes) for 8 months to 30 October, 2015
Total dried grapes imports:
12,117t
down 6,397t on the same period last
year
Sultana: 9,648t
down 2,583t from 12,231t imported in
same period last year
Main suppliers: Turkey 8,245t,
China 676t
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Currant: 878t
up 326t from 552t imported in same
period last year.
Main suppliers: Greece 761t, South
Africa 96t

Dried apricot: 2,719t
up 52t from 2,667t imported in same
period last year
Main suppliers: Turkey 2,132t, South
Africa 360t

Other dried grapes (TSRs): 1,591t
down 4,140t from 5,731t imported in
same period last year
Main suppliers: US 482t, Chile 317tt

Prune: 1,455t
up 351t from 1,104 imported in same
period last year
Main suppliers: US 755, Chile 668t

Drying for profit
Industry wins with Ethrel permit, but only when
used with care
John Hawtin

Industry Development
Officer
Dried grape growers who need to
chemically remove unwanted cordon
bunches, now have the choice of using
calcium nitrate or Ethrel.
In the past calcium nitrate has been
applied to remove unwanted cordon
bunches in trellis-grown grapes for
drying, but the chemical has adverse
effects in Sunmuscat and Sunglo crops.
Ethrel was identified in a 2008 trial
conducted by Victorian Department
of Primary Industries as an effective
alternate chemical for cordon bunch
removal. However it is not currently
registered in Australia for removal of
cordon bunches in dried grape varieties.
Earlier this year Dried Fruits Australia’s
Industry Development Officer John
Hawtin and Alison MacGregor from
SunRise mapping developed a case
to enable legitimate use in dried grape
crops and lodged it with the Australian
Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines
Authority (APVMA).

The APVMA has since issued
PER81476, a minor use permit allowing
Ethrel to be applied to dried grape
varieties for bunch removal in trellisgrown grapes for drying.

ingredient: ethephon 720g/L) throughout
the patch. The vines were to be sprayed
with a mixture of Ethrel 720 (250ml per
1000L) together with 500ml of wetter,
applied at 450L/acre(1,114L/ha).

This is good news for Sunmuscat and
Sunglo growers in particular.

The vines were sprayed on Thursday 5
November; flowering had completely
ended with no or little flower debris left
remaining on bunches.

The burnt cane tips of Sunmuscat vines
are slow to recover from calcium nitrate
applications and as a result there are
fewer replacement canes. While Sunglo
is prone to growing a second, and even
a third crop from shooting auxiliary
buds at the burnt tips of canes following
calcium nitrate sprays.
These detrimental effects have not been
observed when Ethrel is applied. New
shoots appear to be free from damage;
new Sunmuscat canes are not set back
and continue to grow on strongly and
there is no second crop in Sunglo as
a result of spraying for cordon bunch
removal.

Demonstration trial
A field trial was established at
the SuniTAFE farm at Cardross
to demonstrate how Ethrel could
be applied to Sunmuscat vines to
chemically remove cordon bunches.
Alternating pairs of rows were prepared
for spraying with Ethrel 720 (active

A commercial spray unit used to apply
calcium nitrate on other properties
was used in the trial. A highly efficient
machine, it extracted any mist and overspray, recirculating spray material to
reduce chemical wastage.
However, the large number of nozzles
fitted in the spray machine, and the fact
that the recirculation of the over-spray
was not taken into account meant about
1,000L/acre (2,400L/ha) was actually
applied. This resulted in excessive
runoff, falling onto off-target bunches
which were supposed to be left to grow.
As a result of the spraying the
developing berries on the targeted
cordon bunches were removed leaving
just the main bunch structure which also
eventually dried up and dropped off.
In addition, the combination of wet vines
from an earlier rain and large volume of
spray applied contributed to excessive
runoff. This Ethrel-loaded runoff
contacted bunches hanging beneath
the cordon and led to substantial parts
of bunches and some whole bunches
removed.

Field walk
A group of about 20 growers and
SuniTAFE’s horticulture production
students attended a field walk through the
demonstration trial plot to view the results.
The main bunch stem (rachis) of a cordon
bunch after all the berries have fallen off
following treatment with Ethrel.

An off- target bunch hanging under
the cordon receives a small amount
of damage due to the excessive spray
volume and runoff.

They were told that Ethrel is not forgiving
like calcium nitrate.
Growers applying calcium nitrate can
get away with some fine mist or overspray as there are minimal adverse
effects on off-target bunches. Even
when a large drop of calcium nitrate falls
on a bunch shoulder, it simply burns that
shoulder off.
However, the trial demonstrated clearly
that Ethrel will abort the developing
berries of any bunch that it comes in
contact with.

Growers and students were keen to see the effects of Ethrel.

Care is needed to avoid Ethrel spray
drift and over-spraying onto non-target
bunches, otherwise crop losses may
eventuate.
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2016
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ATGA Chief Executive’s report
Preparations on track for a promising export
season
Jeff Scott
ATGA CEO

I hope all had a merry Christmas and
happy new year. For some growers the
early harvest season from Queensland
and Western Australia should now be
finalised and for Sunraysia growers
the commencement of their early
season varieties in earnest. By all
accounts there was good quality fruit
from Emerald and other regions of
Queensland this season.
The Australian Table Grape Association
(ATGA) has again been in discussions
with the major retailers and as per last
year conducted on-farm testing of early
fruit from Emerald. It was pleasing to
see all growers in Emerald participate
in the project and provide tangible
evidence to the supermarkets on how
the fruit was tracking from a Brix and
sugar acid ratio aspect. The major
retailers are now looking forward to
these weekly reports and are using
them as a guide for their purchases.
Sunraysia growers have now finished
their export registration process. This
year the ATGA took the registration
process on-line. Feedback from all was
that the new process was very easy
to use and provided excellent maps of
their properties showing all the details
of their property, registered patches
and their TG numbers.
Over 200 growers registered for
China, Japan, South Korea, Thailand
and Vietnam this coming harvest.
All growers also completed their
Department of Agriculture (DoA)
mandatory audit with only a handful of
failures. Most of the failures involved no
records of pest monitoring.
Next year the ATGA hopes to take the
pest monitoring training on-line as well.
Growers will work through a training
package with a small questionnaire at
the end. This will be assessed by DoA,
and if compliant will pass the pest
monitoring aspect of the protocols. In
time, if growers are able to establish
a creditable track record of on-line
training and have a history of passed
audits DoA will not conduct mandatory
audits and this will result in cost
savings for all.
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After several negotiations Australian
table grapes have regained access into
Vietnam. The protocol presented to the
ATGA was all that the industry could
hope for - recognition of Med Fly as a
pest of concern in the west, but not in
the east of Australia, and postharvest
treatments of cold treatment,
fumigation and irradiation should there
be a detection of Med Fly in the east.
Unfortunately, at this stage the
Vietnamese import permits only have
two treatments listed - cold treatment
for 20 days at 3°C or irradiation. DoA
is working with Vietnam to resolve this
issue, and is seeking permission to
fumigate which would allow growers to
air freight their product.
Japan is shaping up as an important
market for the Australian industry.
A group of growers and exporters
travelled to Japan in December for
a study tour where the Japanese
preference for sweet grapes was
reinforced and we were told they enjoy
the taste of Australian fruit over that
from other countries.
All of the importers we spoke to
indicated they wanted to increase the
amount of fruit imported to Japan from
Australia this year, which is exciting
for the industry. Last season 165
containers were shipped to Japan and
this year the industry is looking at a
minimum of 300 containers.
But all growers need to be aware that
Japan is very particular about quality
and MRLs. If there is a breach of MRLs,
Japanese inspectors will intensify their
on-arrival inspection to 100%, and if
further breaches are found they will
suspend trade from Australia, affecting

all growers, not just the consignment
which was in breach. Australia can
still only ship three varieties of table
grape to Japan - Thompson Seedless,
Crimson Seedless and Red Globe. The
ATGA is working very hard and pushing
all we can to get additional varieties
into Japan.
The ATGA has requested the
international inspector from Korea
arrive 12th February and depart 12th
April. Australia’s window of opportunity
to export is shortened due to the tariff
period snapping back to 45% from
1st May. The ATGA is in discussions
with DoA and the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) to try
and extend the tariff period to the end
of May or even June.
One of the major concerns last export
season was immature and poor quality
fruit exported to various countries.
This had impact of crashing market
prices and hurting Australia’s reputation
of supplying high quality fruit. To
overcome this issue the ATGA has
requested all exporters register with the
ATGA and the ATGA will then engage
quality officers to test the fruit exported
to all countries. This needs to be
completed prior to shipments leaving
Australia and results notified to all if
poor quality fruit is detected.
The industry cannot afford to degrade
the reputation it has built as growing
the best grapes in the world and action
needs to be taken now to prevent this
from happening. Another export season
like last year will have ongoing effects
resulting in poor returns to all, not just
to those where poor quality fruit has
been presented.

Global grape goss

Below are some headlines from across the globe which recently caught our
attention! We have provided the source of each article should you decide to locate
the full story. Note: these are amended versions of the published article.

Sales of grapes for New
Year’s Eve doubling every
year
Published: 8/12/2015

grape. We’ve now seen great promise
and are happy to move forward with
this trial on a much larger scale.”

New health claim rules too
complicated?
Source: ausfoodnews.com.au,
Published: 16/11/2015

Spanish consumers will once again
have a chance to enjoy the special New
Year’s Eve packaging from Grupo El
Ciruelo. “The design of the package is
a tribute to the Spanish New Year’s Eve
tradition and features a reproduction
of the clock from Madrid’s Puerta del
Sol. It is a new and attractive design,
ideal to eat each of the twelve grapes
after each bell strike,” explains Cristina
Gutiérrez, of El Ciruelo’s Marketing
department. The individual tub-shaped
clock has 12 holes for the 12 washed
and ready to eat seedless grapes
making it easier not to lose count.
A fun, healthier, safer and easier
alternative to the traditional cans, Ms
Gutiérrez said sales and production had
doubled year after year since creating
and patenting the product in 2012.

British grapes on shelves
after 3 years
Source: dailymail.co.uk, Published: 2/12/2015

It was previously thought that the
British climate and soil was not suitable
for dessert or table grapes, however,
a series of trails running for the last
three years in Britain, has led to the
development of two seedless grape
varieties which can be grown on a
commercial scale. The trials involved
a partnership with farmers in Kent,
supermarket giant Asda and expert
growers from Spain.
Asda grapes category manager, Alberto
Goldbacher, said: “We have tested lots
of different varieties of grapes over the
last three years and our main problem
has been getting the sweetness of
the grape right for our customers, as
the climate in the UK means we don’t
always get the sunshine and light
needed for this develop within the

Food Standards Australia and New
Zealand (FSANZ), has developed a
new Standard for Nutrition, Health and
Related Claims which will become law
in January 2016. The new standard
has been developed with the intention
of enabling industry to provide a wider
range of healthy food products, and to
ensure that consumers are provided
with the information needed to make
informed food choices.
Standard 1.2.7 of the Food Standards
Code will regulate nutrition content
claims, general level health claims, high
level health claims and endorsements,
on labels and in advertising of food for
retail sale in Australia and New Zealand.
In order to make any health claim,
the food must comply with specific
criteria listed in the standard, including
nutrient profile scoring criteria (NPSC).
The NPSC is designed to provide an
objective benchmark of the overall
‘healthiness’ of a food and ensure
that health claims are not permitted
on foods that have some ‘unhealthy’
characteristics. All health claims must
be supported by scientific evidence.

‘May the grapes be with you’
Published: 28/10/2015

Disney Consumer Products (DCP) now
brings the power of the Force to the
produce aisle, unveiling new healthy
STAR WARS branded fruit and veggie
offerings to celebrate the addition
of Lucas film to The Walt Disney
Company’s Healthy Living Commitment.
Just in time for the December release
of STAR WARS: The Force Awakens,
families can enjoy Star Wars-themed
bagged apples, citrus, carrots and
grapes with Yoda-themed packaging.

Samples of the new products were
unveiled at the PMA Fresh Summit
Convention and Expo in Atlanta.
Other new products featuring Marvel’s
Avengers and Disney’s Frozen also
debuted at the expo including Marvel
and Frozen-themed grapes.
John T. King, vice president of
licensing, consumables, Disney
Consumer Products comments,
“Supporting parents by offering healthy,
nutritious options for their kids is of
utmost importance to The Walt Disney
Company and adding family-favorite
STAR WARS to our licensed fruit and
veggies portfolio is a natural extension
of our commitment in this space.”

No more de-stemming
grapes by hand
Published: 27/10/2015

KRONEN GmbH presented its
Traubenentstiel maschine GMD 35
(grape-de-stemming machine) at this
year’s Anuga in Cologne. “With this
machine, table grapes no longer need to
be de-stemmed by hand,” Chief Executive
Officer Stephan Zillgith explains.
“The machine is perfectly suited for
removing the grape stems - it happens
automatically and accurately.” The
grapes come into the machine with the
stem attached. The soft pads rub the
grapes from their stem. The grapes are
neither squashed nor damaged by this
gentle rolling motion. Depending on the
grapes’ size, the machine can process
up to 240kg of table grapes per hour.
“An adjustable gap width enables the
machine to effortlessly adapt to the size
of the grapes,” Mr Zillgith continues.
“Then the grapes fall onto a conveyor
belt, which carefully transports the fruit
for further processing or the final check.”
Contact: Stephan Zillgith, KRONEN
GmbH, E: z.zillgith@kronen.eu,
W: www.kronen.eu
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Sunbeam Foods/Angas Park
Focus on quality

The 2016 harvest season is upon us
and the weather conditions leading
into the new crops has generally
been favourable, with the exception
of a couple of periods of extreme
temperatures late in 2015 which
required close attention to irrigation
to maintain appropriate levels of soil
moisture. As this crop is harvested at
each stage of the process the focus for
food production has to be on quality as
the expectations of our customers is for
a good, well presented product.

Dried grapes
The 2016 crop is shaping up well
with bunch numbers up on 2015 and
minimal disease pressure thanks to a
very dry spring and summer. In 2015
the Industry returned to producing good
quantities of light type exportable fruit
and this again has to be the direction
our growers need to take as the best
returns are for the top end quality, the
fruit that differentiates us from the rest
of the global production.
As reported in the last edition, Turkey
has produced a crop of less than
200,000 tonnes which is well down
on 2014. The United States has, even
under extreme drought pressure
produced a crop of around 295,742t
(326,000 short tons), up about 8% on
the previous season but interestingly
they have reduced the price to growers
by 10% (Raisin Bargaining Association
notification in mid-December 2015).

Dried Fruits Australia published a series
of 3 Best Practice Guides in 2015 and
it is a good time to reference these
as part of the property management
at harvest, along with the Dried
Grape Approved Supplier Program
requirements to cover the minimisation
of contaminants and appropriate
harvesting standards.
In November we invited our growers
into the Irymple factory to observe
the improvements in the machinery
and technology that has been
implemented over the last two years.
The significant investment in robotic
packing equipment has seen more
efficient processing with the emphasis
on reducing costs wherever possible.
It was a good opportunity for growers
to see the processing of their fruit and
to catch up with fellow growers over a
BBQ lunch.

Prunes
The focus for prune growers over the
last six months has clearly been the
need to produce good size prunes
that fit into the pittable range of 30-70
count, where the best prices are. The
return for small prunes is near or below
the cost of production as these sizes
are in a very price sensitive market
segment.
The imbalance between the larger
and smaller prunes delivered in
2015 threw a major variation for our
processing line as well as the market
supply. The processing line operated
at a substantially lower throughput
than what was anticipated which was
costly to the business and some retail

products being replaced by imported
fruit was far from ideal.

2015 Angas Park Prune
Quality Awards
The Angas Park Prune Quality
Awards were implemented in 2015
to recognise the prune growers that
produce fruit that best meets the
quality specifications of size, consistent
moisture (18%), ease of grading,
ease of processing, with minimal skin
damage and stickiness.
The winners for 2015 are: J & R Adams,
Palatic Pty Ltd (F & L DeRossi) and S
& C Raciti Family Trust. Our winners
were hosted to an all-expenses paid
weekend for two in Sydney were they
enjoyed a day at the Rosehill races and
a Sydney Harbour Dinner Cruise.
The Quality Awards will again be a
feature of the 2016 crop as we continue
to our focus on producing what the
market requires - good quality, clean,
large sized fruit.

Tree fruit
Tree fruit harvest started slightly
earlier than normal this year and was
interrupted by some very hot weather
in mid-December that slowed the
colouring and sizing development. The
crop size is up on 2014/15 and little has
changed in the market place where it is
dominated by imported products.
The lower Australian dollar has made
the Australian fruit slightly more
competitive against the Turkish and
South African fruit.

Sunbeam/Angas Park
Dried Fruit Contacts:
David Swain, Supply Manager Dried Fruit:
M: 0407 834 044
Alan Lister, Field Officer:
M: 0409 437 801
Gary Simpson, Field Officer:
M: 0429 960 234
Barry Bottams, Field Officer:
M: 0439 214 477
Angas Park’s Prune Quality Award winners for 2015 pictured during their trip to Sydney
in November.
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Steve Barty, Field Officer South Australia:
M: 0417 838 908

Technology
New tool to help manage grapevines
A new, free phone app developed by
University of Adelaide researchers will
help grape growers and viticulturists
manage their vines by giving a quick
measure of vine canopy size and density.
VitiCanopy is an app that uses the
camera and GPS capability of an
iPad or iPhone to calculate the size
and density of the vine canopy and
its location in the vineyard. The aim is
to help users monitor their vines and
manage the required balance between
vegetative growth and fruit production.
The development of the app has been
supported by Wine Australia as part
of a wider project investigating the
relationships between vine balance and
wine quality. However, vine balance is
equally important in both table grape
and dried grape production.
“Overcropped vines or vines with
excessive canopy are referred to as
‘out-of-balance’ – generally being
associated with lower quality fruit and
hence lower returns,” says project
leader Dr Cassandra Collins, Senior
Lecturer in Viticulture with the School of
Agriculture, Food and Wine.

Wine Australia’s Research Development
and Extension Portfolio Manager, Dr
Liz Waters, says this new app will help
viticulturists optimise vine balance for
best grape quality.

“Our app offers a very
simple way to measure
leaf area index (LAI),”
Dr Roberta De Bei.
“Wine Australia is committed to
helping viticulturists manage their
vines to maximise quality, profit
and sustainability and to improve
competitiveness across the grape
and wine community. We encourage
growers to explore this new tool to
help them get the most from their
vineyards,” Dr Waters said.

To use the app a grower takes a
standardised image of the vine canopy.
The app then analyses the image and
calculates LAI, taking into account
the canopy shape and density, and
recording the time and location of the
image.
The University’s commercialisation
company, Adelaide Research &
Innovation (ARI), has supported the
release of the app which is available
from Apple’s app store. An android
version of the app is being developed.
For further information, help and
support on VitiCanopy email the ARI
team E:vinebalance@adelaide.edu.au.
The project was supported by Wine
Australia, the University of Adelaide
Wine Future initiative (formerly the
Wine2030 Research Network) and The
Vineyard of the Future.

“To achieve vine balance, grapevines
require enough leaf area to ripen the
fruit and produce a desired fruit quality,
but not too much that it’s detrimental to
fruit development through shading or a
higher incidence of disease.”
Vine balance can be measured as a
ratio of leaf area to fruit yield. Traditional
ways, however, of measuring leaf
area are tedious, laborious and timeconsuming and can damage the vines –
or alternatively it can require expensive
and complex instruments.
“Our app offers a very simple way to
measure leaf area index (LAI),” says
chief investigator Dr Roberta De Bei.
“This measurement can then be
related to fruit yield for an assessment
of vine balance as well as capture
canopy variation across a vineyard.
The GPS capability of the app means
that information gathered can also be
mapped.”
The research and development team
also included Professor Steve Tyerman
and Associate Professor Matthew
Gilliham, University of Adelaide, and
Dr Sigfredo Fuentes, University of
Melbourne, and Treasury Wine Estates.
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Grower profile
Understanding the importance of fruit quality for
customers

When Steve Akkus (left) first met Vincent he mistook him for a backpacker looking for work, little did he realise they would become
business partners and buy a farm together.

In 2008 John He recognised a business
opportunity and created a small
company to export Australian fruit to
Hong Kong. Fruit tree Trading Pty Ltd
began with John and brother Vincent
working with agents at the Sydney
Markets to secure good quality produce
to send to Hong Kong.
Family ties in China, and fluency in
Cantonese and Mandarin helped the
small business flourish, but it remained
small and the brothers would have to
work hard to secure supplies.
“In 2010 John and I would drive around
Sunraysia each day during the table
grape season looking to find new
suppliers,” Vincent said.
“One day we met a grower who did not
have enough confidence in us to sell
us his fruit, but took us to a friend who
might sell some fruit. That friend turned
out to be Steve Akkus. And after the
initial confusion when he thought John
and I were backpackers looking for a
job, agreed to sell us some fruit.”
It was the start of a great working
relationship and after several more
shipments that season the men
discussed the idea of investing in a
grape property together.
“We believed the demand for top
quality table grapes in Asia would
continue to grow, and that Australia
was beginning to make in-roads with its
market access applications,” Vincent
said.
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“As growers they will
keep researching new
technology and growing
methods from around the
world to see if they can
improve the quality of
fruit on their own farm.”
“Having our own farm would enable us
to have greater control over the supply
for our export business and ensure
we could capitalise on the upcoming
opportunities.”
In 2011 they purchased a 120 hectare
(300 acre) property in Merbein with
around 105ha (260acres) under vine.
About 85% of the plantings are
Crimson Seedless with Red Globe the
other main variety.
Neither John nor Vincent had grown
table grapes before.” Back in the early
1980s our father, ZuoLiang He, was one
of the first few people to grow Taiwan’s
variety of watermelon in China, but to
grow grapes is a totally new adventure
for us,” Vincent said.
Vincent’s easy-going manner and
charm has helped him carve a niche in
the local landscape. He says he loves
living in Mildura and has met many
people who will remain friends for life.
This is evident by the number of people
willing to share their knowledge and

help the brothers in their quest to grow
quality grapes.
“Managing the property is never easy,”
Vincent said.
“We are lucky to have Steve as
a partner. He has many years of
experience growing grapes and gives
us a lot of advice on how to best
manage the property.
“We are also fortunate to buy grapes for
our export business from other good
growers in the area. I want to learn
more about growing grapes so I ask
many questions. They are very patient
with me and are always willing to share
their precious experience which helps
me become a better grower.”
As an exporter the brothers know
the importance of fruit quality to a
customer. As growers they will keep
researching new technology and
growing methods from around the
world to see if they can improve the
quality of fruit on their own farm.
“New varieties are important for the
farm’s long term expansion, but we
know that will come with additional
set up costs and growing costs, so it
is something we will look at down the
track,” Vincent said.
“Instead we have chosen to focus on the
vines we have planted on the farm as
we already have a market for them. We
just need to make sure we get the quality
right.”

The Merbein property is planted predominantly with Crimson Seedless.

The brothers must be doing something
right as 95% of the grapes from their
property are exported. The fruit is sent
mainly to China, Hong Kong, Thailand
and southern Asia. The remaining 5%
of grapes are sold domestically.
In addition to their table grape farm,
the brothers continue to run Fruit
tree Trading, exporting table grapes
on behalf of other growers as well as
mango, stone fruit, citrus, and cherries.
“Personally speaking, I think it is very
important for growers to go overseas
and visit the markets they intend to
send fruit to,” he said.

Vincent said some of the growers
who supply his export business had
travelled overseas with him in the past
few years. The trips had been very
useful in showing the growers what
buyers were looking for and what they
were prepared to pay good money for.
As a result those growers were doing
very well from their exported fruit, he
said.

There have been a number of trade
agreements and market access changes
recently have created great opportunities
for the Australian table grape and other
horticulture industries.

“Exporting good quality fruit into the
wrong market can lead to disaster if it
is not what the consumers want to buy.
For example dark red Crimson might
sell well in Thailand, but would not sell
well in China.”

“It makes export a more attractive
option and takes the pressure off the
domestic market so that everybody
benefits regardless of whether they
export or not,” he said.

“Meet the people in the
business, listen to what
importers, wholesalers
and buyers have to say,
and view the fruit of
competitors to gain a
better understanding
of the market
requirements.”
“Meet the people in the business,
listen to what importers, wholesalers
and buyers have to say, and view
the fruit of competitors to gain a
better understanding of the market
requirements.”

Be reducing trade barriers and tariffs
Australian grapes are more likely to be
on an even playing field when it comes
to price.

“We have to use these opportunities to
promote Australian grown and develop
the reputation of Australian grapes,”
Vincent said.
“Individuals that send poor quality fruit
leave a bad impression of Australian
grapes and this will have a direct negative
impact on the whole industry,” he said.
“Once a buyer is burnt by poor quality it
takes a long time to regain their confidence
and reaffirm Australia’s reputation for
producing a quality table grape.”
Saying that, Vincent is forever positive
about Australia’s future.

Vincent purchased the vineyard with no
growing experience, but has been eager
to learn and this is evident in the grapes
he produces.

He believes further gains in market
access will create an even bigger
demand for Australian product and that
the low Australia dollar will continue
to give a comparative advantage over
countries like Chile and South Africa,
which use USD for payment.
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2016
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Overseas study tour
Only the best for Japan
In December 2015, an Australian Table
Grape Association trade delegation
toured Japan in order to gain insights
and better a understanding of the
Japanese markets and to foster
relationships between major retailers
and Australian table grape growers,
exporters and marketers. Japan is
shaping up to be an important market
as Japanese retailers and wholesalers
seek high quality, sweet flavoured,
seedless Australian grapes for their
growing consumer market. It is
important to note at this point that the
Japanese fresh produce market has
seen growth in only two categories –
table grapes and kiwifruit.
In the first six months of 2015 compared with the corresponding
period in pre-Free Trade Agreement
days last year - sales of table grapes
soared 1025% to $6.5 million. And this
growth is only projected to continue
as Japan becomes Australia’s secondbiggest trading partner after China.

Meetings with Japanese importers,
wholesalers and retailers were
also scheduled to gain a better
understanding of the expectations
of consumers and the quality
characteristics they are looking for in
table grapes coming from Australia.
All major importers and retailers
confirmed that Australian seedless
table grapes are of the highest quality
and they would be more aggressive
in their purchasing for the coming
season. They stressed to the Australian
delegates that taste is the determining
factor for Japanese consumers.
The key messages for Australian growers
hoping to export to Japan are that:
¡ Crimson Seedless must be
very sweet and even in colour –
minimum 20°Brix
¡ Thompson Seedless must be a
fresh green colour with minimum
18°Brix

Australian exports to Japan in 2014
reached $48.3 billion and Japan now
buys 18.2% of all Australian exports,
and has invested $175 billion in
Australia, $66 billion of it directly in
projects and businesses.

¡ There should be NO amber in
Thompsons – this could not be
stressed enough

The delegation of 12 growers,
exporters and ATGA representatives
visited Australian Federal and State
Government (Embassy and AusTrade)
departments to continue market access
discussions surrounding access to
additional varieties into Japan.

¡ Even bunches, supplied either in
bunch bags or naked pack with
stems up

¡ Growers should think of
‘confectionary’ when supplying
grapes

¡ Australia needs to maintain a good
image and branding – need to
watch shatter in Thompsons

Maximum Residue Limits were raised
frequently by the Japanese as they
seek to confirm the systems Australia
has in place ensures growers only
supply fruit that meets their strict MRL
requirements.
As reiterated by ATGA Chief Executive
Officer Jeff Scott in his CEO’s Report
on Page 12, all growers need to be
aware that Japan is very particular
about quality and MRLs. If there is a
breach of MRLs, Japanese inspectors
will intensify their on-arrival inspection
to 100%, and if further breaches are
found they will suspend trade from
Australia, affecting all growers, not just
the consignment which was in breach.
Another aspect of the study tour was
to discuss the fact that Australia is
only able to ship three varieties of table
grape into Japan - Thompson Seedless,
Crimson Seedless and Red Globe.

“They stressed to the
Australian delegates that
taste is the determining
factor for Japanese
consumers.”
Japanese importers have been pleased
with the Australian shipments to
date and wanted to know why they
could not access other varieties from
Australia, particularly the early season
varieties Flame Seedless and Menindee
Seedless which could fill the market
gap in late December to early January.
The ATGA explained the complexity of
protocol negotiations with the Japanese
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry (MAFF) and the verification
trials for Fruit Fly only being conducted
on the three varieties.
The ATGA stressed that Australian
growers would be more than willing to
supply early season varieties should
the work plan be amended to include
additional varieties, and requested that
importers raise this issue with MAFF
to revise the current protocol for table
grapes.

The Australian delegation with officials, including President Ko Nakano from major fruit
and vegetable importer, Royal.
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Australian exporter and Australian
Horticulture Exporters Association
(AHEA) Chair, David Minnis asked
the CGC Fresh Produce Manager,
Shuhei Murayama whether buyers and
consumers like the black seedless
variety Midnight Beauty.

Other key points raised all retailers and
importers included:
¡ Chile has been dumping poor
grapes into Japan for many years.
The stability of the exchange rate
between AUD and YEN means the
Japanese are likely to purchase
Australian fruit due to receiving
‘better value for money’.
¡ Australian Red Globes are too
expensive when compared to Chilean.
Although all admit the Chilean fruit
was not of the same quality as
Australian, they agreed it wasn’t as
vital due to seedless grapes taking
over from seeded varieties.

Tokyo Seika Trading President Mr Moriya invites delegates to taste Californian table
grapes at Ohta Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market, Tokyo.

CGC felt there is nothing special
about imported black varieties in
the Japanese market. He said black
grapes were challenging to market as
unique because they must compete
with domestically produced popular
black varieties. Furthermore Japanese
consumers will generally shy away
from purchasing imported fruit when
local produce is available in stores, and
this makes them traditionally seasonal
produce buyers.

Mr Minnis asked the Union
representative at what point should
Australia be out of the (Japanese)
market? Union confirmed that
Thompson Seedless are best finished
selling at Golden Week (first week
March), and the last of the Crimson
Seedless should arrive in the middle of
June for completion by the end of June
so they do not interfere with domestic
market.

During the meeting with major fruit
and vegetable importer, Union,
the representative informed the
Australian delegates that the demand
for Australian grapes is growing by
about 10% each year, while no other
imported fruit category is growing, with
the exception of grapes and kiwifruit.
Japanese domestic seedless grape
consumption is also increasing locally,
so Union believe there is a very good
future for Australian grapes in Japan.
Union went on to advise the delegation
that they are encouraging more
opportunities for consumers to taste
the fruit in-store (due to the poor
eating quality of fruit coming in from
Chile), which therefore makes the retail
promotion activities and campaigns in
Japan even more worthwhile. By doing
so, it will increase Australia’s floor space
/ sales area on retail floor, leading to
increased sales / growth in category.

¡ A significant number of retailers
want Australian grapes in late
December / early January when
there is a gap in the season
between Chile and domestic fruit.
If retailers purchase Chilean fruit
at that time they tend to keep
purchasing from Chile for the
remainder of the season.
¡ Japanese retailers all agreed the
retail promotional activities were
highly effective last season and
they will continue with these in the
future. Chile does not participate
in retail displays, and this gives
Australia a comparative advantage
with many benefits.
¡ The majority of importers reported
‘stems up’ naked packaging is
better as they repack into bunch
bags and clam shells depending
on retailer preferences. Approx.
1kg bunch bags, 400g punnets
(sell on an item basis, not per kg).
Damage is limited in bunch bags.
Overall most experience approx.
5% shrinkage / waste during the
repacking process. Cardboard boxes
are easier to handle because they
can be recycled in Japan, and they
remain strong – however retailers
are concerned about the increased
percentage of damage in cardboard.

“Kyoho” Japanese domestic black grapes
packaged for the local gift market.

At the conclusion of the tour all
delegates felt they had gained a
valuable insight into the Japanese
consumer and they looked forward
to returning to their farms where they
would keep a sharp eye on the picking
to ensure only the best grapes were
packed for Japan.
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2016
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APIA Seminar
Californian seminar a sweet
experience
Grant Delves
Chairman

APIA NATIONAL
ExECuTIVE
Chair
Grant Delves

Grower Representatives
Jim Granger
Michael Zalunardo
Paul Carver

Australian prune growers welcomed
the opportunity to learn more about the
global prune industry from Californian
experts visiting Australia.
Californian prune grower Joe Turkovich
is Director of Sunsweet Growers and
Vice President of Californian Dried
Plum Board (CDPB). He and Sunsweet
Special Council Harold Schenker shared
their experience during a presentation
and pruning demonstration held in late
October.
Mr Schenker began with a quick
snapshot of the 2015 Californian industry
and shared the figures in Table 1.

Packer/ Marketer
representatives
Chris Brooke-Kelly
Verity Fruits
Jeff Granger
JC Granger and Sons
David Swain
Angas Park

Prune Industry
Development Officer
Ann Furner
M: 0467 681 007
E: ann.anthony@bigpond.com

APIA National Secretariat
Phil Chidgzey
Dried Fruits Australia
54 Lemon Avenue
PO Box 5042
Mildura 3502
T: (03) 5023 5174
E: ausprunes@driedfruitsaustralia.org.au

Country

2015 Production
(tonnes)

Carry - in
(tonnes)

Average
count

California

105,000

32,000

60

Chile

77,000

11,000

75

Argentina

31,000

0

75

France

39,000

15,000

75

Australia

3,600

300

75

Italy

1,500

300

58

261,000

58,600

70

Total

One country not mentioned in the table
is Serbia. Mr Schenker said the eastern
European country has a long history of
growing prune plums, but only a small
proportion was dried. In recent years the
volume of fruit dried had increased and
in 2015 Serbia joined the International
Prune Association and hosted the IPA
executive meeting.
Mr Schenker said 90,000 tonnes of
prune plums are grown annually. The
main growing region is south of Belgrade
in mountainous terrain, and even
though the industry is large, irrigation
infrastructure is limited and there is a
heavy reliance on natural rain events.
He said up until 2013 about 3,000t of
prunes were dried; most of the crop
was used to produce alcohol and other
value-added products like paste, jellies,
and stewed plums. In the last couple of
years the volume of prunes had almost
trebled to 8,000t and these were mainly
exported.

Californian drought
With the Californian drought now in its
fifth year and no sign of it ending soon,
Australian growers were eager to hear of
the impact on their American colleagues.
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He said the reduction in available
surface water has seen more growers
supplement their supply with ground
water sources. But the increased number
of wells and volumes pumped is placing
pressure on this resource. Aquifer levels
are dropping, and there is additional
cost in drilling wells to this depth, and
pumping water to the surface.

Table 1. Global production of prunes in 2015 (tonnes).

Tony Toscan
Peter Raccanello

Mr Turkovich said the Californian snow
pack was the lowest on record which
would perpetuate the water shortage as
30% of the state’s water comes from
snow melt. Cities have been put on
water restrictions, cutting up to 25% of
water use.

Up until recently, ground water use
has been unregulated; however the
government is starting to introduce
changes that regulate usage. Media
reporting that “it takes one gallon of
water to produce one almond kernel”
has led to environmentalists coming
after growers. As a consequence
growers are under added pressure to
manage their water usage, he said.
The long dry Californian summers
provide an ideal growing climate for
almonds. Demand for almonds is
high and plantings in California have
exploded in the last 10 years to over 1
million acres.
Mr Turkovich said consumption of
almonds has increased 10 fold from
0.2lb/person in 1970 to 2.0lb/person
in 2010. This has driven the almond
price increase and also led America to
become a hyposensitive society with
respect to peanuts.
He said prunes had been under pressure
from the nut boom, but would remain
strong for the next 10 years.

Heat at bloom
Mr Turkovich helped explain the

reasons for inconsistent fruit set
following warm temperatures during
blossom using current research in
California. The research investigated
the effect of temperature on pollen
germination and pollen tube growth
in two prune varieties to identify the
optimum temperature.
Mr Turkovich said in the orchard pollen
grains landing on the style could
take about a week to germinate. The
researchers determined the optimum
temperature for germination of French
Improved pollen is 22.5°C and Muir
Beauty is 22.2°C (Figure 1). When
the temperature rises above these
levels, the pollen grain dries out and
germination levels begin to drop off he
said.

Joe Turkovich demonstrates techniques in the orchard.

More information about this study can
be found online at W: www. ucanr.edu/
sites/driedplum/show_categories/Fruit_
Set/?repository=18235&a=79180

Similarly, pollen tube growth is also
affected by the heat he said. The pollen
tube acts as a conduit to transport the
male gamete cells from the pollen grain
from the stigma/style to the ovules
at the base of the pistil. Research
has confirmed that the optimum
temperatures during this process are
24°C for French Improved and 24.3°C
for Muir Beauty and temperatures
above this will reduce fruit set.

He talked about the importance of light
interception, telling growers studies
have shown trees should intercept 80%
of available sunlight, with20% hitting
the orchard floor. Dormant pruning
using saws or toppers is important
to restrict tree height and maximise
light interception, he said. If trees are
allowed to grow too tall or have too
many branches, light interception is
reduced and so is fruiting potential.

Optimum temperature
French Improved 72.6° F

Temperature (° F)

Crop management
Fruit size has been a problem for
Australian growers in recent years and
Mr Turkovich outlined several tools to
help manage crop load.

Pollen Tube Length (Normalized %)

Pollen Germination (Normalized %)

Similarly, pollen tube growth is also
affected by the heat he said. The pollen
tube acts as a conduit to transport the
male gamete cells from the pollen grain
from the stigma/style to the ovules
at the base of the pistil. Research
has confirmed that the optimum
temperatures during this process are
24°C for French Improved and 24.3°C
for Muir Beauty and temperatures
above this will reduce fruit set.

Optimum temperature
French Improved 75.2° F

To maximise the benefits of thinning
Californians thin as close as possible
to the ‘Reference Date’ - when the
endosperm can be found in the pit just
as the pit is hardening.
Mr Turkovich said there was a four
week window after the Reference Date
where thinning benefits would still be
realised. However, the longer you wait
to thin after this date the less benefit
you will see. And if you wait to the end
of the four week period you may not
see a dramatic change in size, but you
will pick up some benefits with sugar
accumulation, he said.
Mr Turkovich said thinning was not
an exact science and growers should
be prepared to do some trial work in
their orchards and record the results
over a few seasons to gain a better
understanding of what their trees’
capacity.

Thinning demonstration
The day ended with a thinning
demonstration at Flavio Salvestro’s
farm in Bilbul.
The difficulty in estimating crop load
without taking a proper measurement
was evident, but growers were shown
step-by-step how to calculate crop load
and thinning requirements to obtain a
crop of large sized fruit

Temperature (° F)

Figure 1. Regression curves for ‘French Improved’ and ‘Muir Beauty’ prune pollen
germination and pollen tube length vs. temperature.

Growers that need further help with
checking their thinning requirements
should contact Ms Furner or their local
horticulturalist.
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2016
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Nutrition
California Prunes serves up healthy research to
healthcare professionals
The California Prune Board is heralding
a specialist educational event - which
provided nutritionists and dieticians
with an authoritative insight into the
proven health and nutritional credentials
of prunes - a success.
Held in the lead up to the International
Osteoporosis Foundation’s annual
World Osteoporosis Day 2015, the
inaugural Prune Health Matters seminar
provided an excellent opportunity to
discuss the beneficial effect prunes
have over other dried fruits to protect
against (and in some cases revert)
the breakdown of bones, and the
importance of adopting a bone-healthy
diet from early life through to old age.
The cost of osteoporosis in the UK
is projected to be £5,465 million by
2025 (representing a 24% increase
over the cost of £3,496 million in 2010)
and currently one in two women in the
UK and at least one in five men will
break a bone after the age of 50 due to
osteoporosis.
The seminar, held at King’s College,
London afforded an opportunity to
discuss the latest research findings
underpinning the health benefits of
prunes and included presentations from
a number of authoritative speakers.
Dr Margaret Ashwell, OBE, chaired the
seminar, which featured renowned ‘bone
health’ specialist Dr Bahram Arjmandi,
Professor and Chair of the Department
of Nutrition, Food and Exercise Sciences
at Florida State University, who spoke
about the scientific evidence that
supports the relationship between
prunes and bone health.
“Thanks to numerous research,
we known more and more about
osteoporosis and food aspects of this
disease,” Dr Arjmandi said.

“It is therefore important to realise that
taking care of bone health is primarily
today to make simple, everyday
choices, such as taking exercise or
switching to diet-appropriate products.”
Thanks to research, we know that a
daily serving of 5-6 California prunes
can support bone health and it is the
vitamin K and manganese which is
providing those beneficial properties he
said.

“People should not be
put off eating whole
fruits either fresh or
dried, in their quest to
reduce sugar intake.”
Nutritionist, Jennette Higgs
In additional the California Prune
Board’s nutritional consultant, Jennette
Higgs, delivered a presentation looking
at the myths and meaning in relation to
‘good sugar foods’ v ‘bad sugar foods’
and Dr Michele Sadler presented recent
desktop research findings outlining
the current understanding of the
relationship between prunes and dental
health.
In recent testing the California Prune
Board’s nutrition team successfully
substituted some of the sugar in
seven key recipes with prune puree
or blended prunes. The team found
Chocolate and prune fudge cake,
Orange and prune nut bread and
California cheesecake recipes
produced sugar reductions between
27% and 35%, with no compromise
on texture and flavour. They concluded
prune puree could be used in a wide
range of recipes to reduce the sugar
content.

“Sugar per se has never been the
villain; it’s the total amount we now
consume unknowingly in food and
drinks. Too much added sugar in our
diet is likely to be hindering our efforts
to reduce calories, since much of this
sugar is hidden,” Ms Higgs said.
“It is also worth highlighting that the
sugar provided in whole fruits is not a
problem as this is in a form that is much
more filling and more slowly digested in
the body.
“People should not be put off eating
whole fruits either fresh or dried, in their
quest to reduce sugar intake.”
A healthy Question Time style debate
followed the presentations, when
the audience was encouraged to put
forward their questions to the expert
panel, which included dental health
specialist, Professor Paula Moynihan,
from Newcastle University.
Mark Dorman from the California Prune
Board emphasised the importance
of investing in highly credible, cutting
edge nutritional research to support the
beneficial nutritional and health benefits of
incorporating California prunes in the diet.
“We wanted to share our latest findings
which reveal the positive impact eating
prunes can have on bone health,
with this influential group of opinion
formers,” he said.
“The studies - along with a growing
body of additional research - support
the US National Osteoporosis
Foundation’s decision to include prunes
on its Good for Your Bones food list.”
Mr Dorman said the Prune Health
Matters seminar also delivered a
constructive forum to discuss the
topical sugar debate in light of the
most recent SACN (Scientific Advisory
Committee on Nutrition) report.
“The debate highlighted the current
misconceptions and misinformation
that exists in relation to the type of
sugar that features in fruit and clearly
demonstrated the need to address this
important issue,” Mr Dorman said.
“In response to this, the California
Prune Board has already put in place
further research which we hope to
disclose in the near future.”
The above story includes an extract
from Freshplaza news published
23/10/2015.
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Pollination
Bee may not be the be-all and end-all for crop
pollination
“Non-bee insects are
an insurance against
bee population
declines.”

Farmers who use pesticides that spare
bees but kill other insects might be
ignoring important sources of crop
pollination, according to an Australianled international study.
University of Queensland plant ecologist
Dr Margie Mayfield said many crops including mangoes, custard apples, kiwi
fruit, coffee and canola - depended on
non-bee insect pollinators such as flies,
butterflies, moths, beetles, wasps, ants
and thrips.

Dr Margie Mayfield
“These two factors compensated for
each other, resulting in pollination
services similar to bees.”

“Scientists haven’t broadly explored
the role of non-bee insects in crop
pollination,” Dr Mayfield said.
“The global reliance on honeybees
for pollination is a risky strategy given
the threats to the health of managed
honeybee populations due to pests
and diseases such as varroa mites and
colony collapse disorder.
“Non-bee insects are an insurance
against bee population declines.
“We are trying to get the message
out there to use scientific findings
such as these to promote a change in
agricultural practices.”
Dr Mayfield, who is the Director of UQ’s
School of Biological Sciences Ecology
Centre, said the research was led by

A syphrid fly visiting coriander flowers.

Dr Romina Rader from the University of
New England, Armidale, and involved
a team of international researchers who
carried out 39 field studies on 17 crops
in five continents.
The research discovered that non-bee
pollinators performed the same number
of flower visits as honey bees and more
than other bee pollinators.
“Although non-bees were less effective
pollinators than bees per flower visit,
they provided slightly more visits,” Dr
Rader said.

Dr Rader said non-bee insect
pollinators had other advantages. “Fruit
set in crops increased with non-bee
insect visits, independently of bee
visitation rates, indicating that non-bee
insects provide a unique benefit not
provided by bees.
“We also found that non-bee pollinators
were less sensitive to habitat
fragmentation than bees.”
The study, published in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences,
involved researchers from Australia,
New Zealand, Spain, Argentina,
Brazil, Portugal, Israel, the Republic
of Ireland, Japan, Mexico, the United
Kingdom, the United States, Sweden,
the Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland,
Germany, Poland, and Canada.

Hort Innovation hosts Strategic Investment Forum
with CSIRO
Horticulture Innovation Australian (Hort
Innovation) and CSIRO representatives
met at a Strategic Investment Forum in
November to discuss opportunities for
potential partnerships for the benefit of
the Australian horticulture sector.

CSIRO and Hort Innovation
representatives helped form the future
investment strategies at the forum,
where four areas of shared alignment
were identified:

The purpose of the forum was to
gain a deeper understanding of
each organisation’s vision, strategic
direction, structure and key initiatives
so areas of shared investment and
potential collaboration could be
identified for Hort Innovation’s new
Strategic Co-investment Funding Pool
(SCIFP) (Pool 2).

2. Novel technologies

Hort Innovation’s SCIFP (Pool 2) will
match strategic co-investment funds
with at least $20 million of government
seed funds annually to address crossindustry challenges and opportunities
of strategic and long-term importance
to Australia’s horticulture industries.

1. Food safety, health and nutrition

3. Market access
4. Consumer insights.
Hort Innovation and CSIRO agreed to
share existing data sets and information
to develop these areas. Additionally,
three areas for ongoing collaboration
and methods for evaluation of success
were identified at the Forum:
1. Explore opportunities with market
access to India including value
chain dynamics and market
intelligence
2. Identify deeper market and

consumer insights of horticultural
produce to ensure they are
accessible to the industry and
commercial value chain users

3. Explore value add opportunities of
horticultural produce.
Hort Innovation Chief Executive Officer,
John Lloyd said the forum identified key
areas for strategic collaboration and
the processes required to drive these
initiatives forward.
“Hort Innovation is committed to
working with a strategic co-investment
partner like CSIRO on initiatives
including Research and Development
(R&D),” Mr Lloyd said.
“Our priority is to make strategic
investments that seek to increase the
productivity, farm gate profitability and
global competitiveness of Australia’s
horticulture industries.”
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Global markets
A year in review - Global grape trade stabilises
Growth in Asia, but EU market saturated
Peruvian export increased so strongly
that they already export nearly as
much as South Africa, a country that
managed to further expand its export
to 300,000t in 2014. Turkey is the other
big grower, able to export 260,000t last
year.
Number 7 and 8 on the list with
exporters are transit countries the
Netherlands and Hong Kong, followed
by Mexico, whose export is virtually
exclusively focused on the US.
The growth of global trade in
(consumption) grapes stabilised last
year, but until 2013, there has been
consistent growth of up to 4.2 million
tonnes. Export represents a value of 6.7
billion Euro.
The Netherlands plays a major part in
that trade, being the second importer of
grapes after the United States. Because
most imported grapes are re-exported,
almost exclusively to European Union
countries, the Netherlands is also a major
exporter. Dutch import represents a value
of 740 million Euro, and the export value
was 530 million Euro last year.
The growth of the global trade is
realised by a greater demand for grapes
in South and East Asia, and in the Gulf
states. The countries that mainly profit
from that increased demand are South
Africa and Peru, and until recently also
Chile.

Chile absolute number 1
South America is the most important
export region for grapes. On this
subcontinent, Chile is the absolute
number one when it comes to export
of grapes. Last year, with an export
of 824,000 tonnes, Chile represented
nearly a fifth of the total global trade in
grapes. Italy comes in at number two
with a tenth of the world’s total, but
the Italian export is shrinking. The US
takes third place, and until recently their
export also displayed an upward trend.

Peru major grower; India
also on the rise
The top three is followed by three
countries that have been making
inroads on the grape market in
recent years. The most important
representative is Peru. This country’s
grape export has seen rapid growth
- from tens of thousands of tonnes in
2006 and 2007, to 260,000t last year.
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India is also on the rise as a supplier
of grapes. Last year, around 140,000ts
was exported. The export from China
is also growing, albeit slightly. Egypt
is a reasonably stable exporter, with
a volume of over 100,000t. Greece is
also rather stable. Australia’s export
fluctuates a bit, and was high again in
2014 with 86,000t.

Strong decline import
Russia; Turkey still does
well there
The US is the main importer of grapes,
although last year’s imports remain
behind that of previous years, when it
was already less than top years 2006
and 2007. Chile is by far the most
important supplier, followed by Mexico.
After the Netherlands, Russia is the
third importer. Russian import fell
sharply last year. Only 326,000t were
imported that year, compared to
over 400,000t in 2010 and 2011. On
an annual basis, Turkey is the most
important supplier to Russia, and the
country was able to benefit from the
boycott of EU grapes. It exported
167,000t last year, significantly more
than previous years. More was also
imported from Moldova, Peru, India and

China, but a decline was noticeable in
the Russian import from Chile, South
Africa and especially Argentina and
Italy.

German and English
market big but stable
The import of grapes in Germany has
passed its peak years ago. Last year,
the import amount was 311,000t.
Remarkably, the EU countries Italy,
Greece and Spain are Germany’s
biggest suppliers, followed by overseas
grapes, which go to Germany via the
Netherlands.The United Kingdom is also
a major market, with an annual import
of 250,000t. The English market has
been saturated for years as well. Main
suppliers in the southern hemisphere
(SH) are South Africa and Chile, followed
by Spain, Egypt, India and Greece. Peru
is also a strong grower on the English
market as a supplier of grapes.

“A high increase in
demand for imported
grapes is noticeable in
China (incl. Hong Kong)”
A high increase in demand for imported
grapes is noticeable in China (incl.
Hong Kong). Chile and Peru benefit
from this in particular. Australia also
managed to supply more to China/
Hong Kong in recent years. South
Africa didn’t manage to benefit from the
bigger Chinese demand though. India
is only supplying small quantities of
grapes to China.

Two seasons with little
overlap
Global trade has two very clearly
separated seasons. Overseas produce
from the southern hemisphere is on
the market from December until May.
The peak is in March and April. The
grapes from the northern hemisphere,
including those from the EU, are on
the market from July until November,
with a peak in September and October.
Seeing how the Netherlands mainly
imports overseas grapes, by far the
most grapes are imported between
December and May, and a bit in June.
In the months in between, relatively
little is imported.
The import pattern in Germany is
different. German grape import is
biggest in the months of September
and October, when around 50,000t

is imported in both months. From
December until May/June, the import is
just over 20,000t a month, half or more
of which consists of overseas grapes
traded through the Netherlands. The
import pattern in the United Kingdom
also looks different. Compared to the
Netherlands and Germany, import in
the United Kingdom is distributed much
more evenly over the year, with a small
peak in March/April and December.

Netherlands big buyer for
many countries
For years, a lot of the EU trade in
overseas grapes has been conducted
via the Netherlands. That trade has
been rather stable for a while, at
250,000 to 270,000t. The import of
grapes from EU countries has been a
lot smaller in recent years than before.
Since 2010, South Africa has been
the main supplier to the Netherlands,
with 114,000t being imported in 2014
according to Eurostat figures. South
African export figures even mention

134,000t. Part of the South African
grapes probably had a Dutch port as
their destination, but transit took place
without clearing. The import from Chile
was also smaller than before in 2014.
Peru, on the other hand, increased
significantly, and the increase of import
from India is also remarkable. Grapes
are also increasingly imported from
Egypt and Namibia. Import from EU
grapes to the Netherlands is decreasing
more and more though.
For a number of countries, the
Netherlands is an important buyer. For
South Africa and India, the Netherlands
is even the most important buyer, but
for Chile (3rd), Peru (2nd) and Egypt
(2nd), the export to the Netherlands is
also of great importance.
For more information contact Jan Kees
Boon, Fruit & Vegetable Facts
E: fruitvegfacts@gmail.com,
W: www.fruitandvegetablefacts.com
This article appeared in FreshPlaza
News on 27/10/2015.
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Exports
Export opportunities await in South Korea for SMEs
By Andrew Watson

South Korea is one of Australia’s closest economic and trading partners, and with its highincome economy, there is a strong market for Australia’s high quality goods and services.

Tips for successful entry into
the South Korean market
There are a number of steps that
Australian SMEs looking to export to
South Korea can take to help make the
transition a smooth one.
First, speak to the experts. Austrade,
the Australian Government’s trade and
investment agency, provides a range
of services for Australian companies
expanding overseas. Austrade provides
advice and support, and can also help
identify possible partners through its
network of contacts.

For Australian SME exporters thinking
about entering the South Korean
market, it is important to first identify
the opportunities for your business and
any potential risks.

Opportunities for export
The South Korean market has a
number of characteristics that make it
an attractive destination for Australian
SME exporters. South Korea’s rapid
historical industrialisation and high
income economy have created strong
demand for imports in a range of key
industries, which Australian SMEs are
well placed to take advantage of.
Three industries in particular that
should take note of the opportunities
in South Korea are the services, mining
and agriculture industries.
In 2014, Australian service exports to
South Korea were worth A$1.4 billion,
with education and tourism leading
the way. South Korea is Australia’s
third largest source of foreign student
enrolments after China and India, and is
Australia’s ninth largest source of visitor
arrivals.
South Korea is a great destination for
mining exports, as it has few natural
resources and so has to import a
significant amount. This ensures there
are strong opportunities in the coal, iron
ore and crude petroleum sectors.
Australia is also South Korea’s third
largest supplier of agriculture and foodrelated products. Australian beef is
very popular in South Korea, with beef
exports valued at A$942 million in 2014.
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It is expected that South Korean
demand for food products like beef,
dairy, fruit, vegetables, sugar and wheat
is set to grow, following the free trade
agreement signed between Australia
and South Korea in December 2014.
This agreement significantly reduces
barriers to trade for Australian
exporters, with 99.8% of Australian
exports being duty free. In the first year
alone, it is anticipated that the trade
liberalisation under the agreement will
contribute A$226 million to Australia’s
GDP.

Identify the risks
South Korea’s business climate
outperforms most other advanced
economies, but as with any export
market, there are number of potential
risks of which Australian SMEs should
be aware.
Local language, culture and business
practices can be different to that
of Australia. More than 50% of
respondents to Australia’s International
Business Survey 2015 identified local
language, culture, and/or business
practices as the dominant barriers to
doing business.
Meanwhile, 11% of respondents cited
tariffs, quotas and import duties, as
well as foreign competitors who were
covered by more favourable free trade
agreements, as barriers to export.
The good news is that Australia’s free
trade agreement levels the playing field
in this respect.

Second, leverage networks. Establishing
on-the-ground partners, advisers and
suppliers can be invaluable when SMEs
do not have a local presence. Local
networks like the Australian-Korea
Business Council can also help build links
between the two business communities
and is a good place to start for networking
with potential business contacts.
Third, learn the local business etiquette.
For example, South Korean society
strongly respects hierarchy, and business
relationships are often developed through
informal social settings.
South Koreans prefer to conduct business
with people to which they have a personal
connection – for example, it can help if you
are introduced to a prospective business
associate through an intermediary.
Finally, consider finance options. Banks
may be able to offer SMEs a loan or
commercial bill facility to help finance
export contracts. If this is not possible,
there are alternative avenues of finance
available on the market which can help
SMEs secure the finance they need to
export.

Taking the next step?
South Korea offers excellent export
opportunities for Australian SMEs who
are thinking of taking the next step in
their growth strategy. The opportunities,
risks, and tips outlined above should
help SMEs with making the transition
into the South Korean market.
Andrew Watson is the head of the SME
team at Efic.
The article was posted on www.
Dynamicbusiness.com.au on 24
November, 2015 and appeared in
FreshPlaza News on 26 November.

News
New directors and chairman for Plant Health
Australia
Retiring director and PHA Chairman,
Dr Gregson, thanked the other retiring
directors, acknowledging the valuable
contribution that they had made during
their tenure on the PHA Board. He
wished them all the best in their future
endeavours.
Dr Gregson also welcomed the new
directors and wished them every
success in their new role.

PHA Chairman, Darral Ashton.

Plant Health Australia (PHA) is pleased
to welcome three new directors – Dr
Joanne Daly, Robert Prince and Steve
McCutcheon – following member
endorsement at the 15th Plant Health
Australia Annual General Meeting in
Canberra on 25 November.
Members voted unanimously to accept
the recommendations of the PHA Board
Selection Committee to appoint the
new directors and to reappoint current
director Malcolm Finlayson for another
four-year term.
The new directors replace outgoing
Board members, Dr Tony Gregson,
Selwyn Snell and Eoin Wallis.

Dr Joanne Daly is a CSIRO Fellow who
has extensive experience in research,
research management and governance
in the area of agriculture and biosecurity,
and will retire from CSIRO in December
2015. She has a PhD from the
Department of Population Biology at the
Australian National University, and 35
years of experience as an evolutionary
biologist, working in the areas of
agricultural and environmental science.
Robert Prince has an in depth
understanding of the horticulture
industry in Australia and broad
experience with vegetable and fruit
crops, specialty forestry, urban green
infrastructure and the amenity plant
market. Mr Prince has a Bachelor of
Science degree, and has held senior
roles with Yates and Nursery and
Garden Industry Australia as Chief
Executive Officer, which has given

him years of direct experience with
incursions managed under the EPPRD
and as a member of the National
Management Group.
Steve McCutcheon is currently the
Chief Executive Officer of Food
Standards Australia New Zealand,
and will be retiring from this position
in January 2016. He has a Bachelor of
Economics degree with a major in rural
economics from Sydney University, and
a Graduate Diploma in Public Law from
the Australian National University. From
1980-87, Mr McCutcheon worked in
a number of positions in the banking
sector related to rural lending. Since
then, he has spent nearly 30 years
working in the Australian Government
Department of Agriculture.
After 15 years as a PHA director and
8 years as its Chairman, Dr Gregson
was farewelled and thanked by
PHA directors and staff, friends and
professional colleagues for his years
of service to PHA and the biosecurity
system as a whole at a dinner on the
evening following his last AGM.
At the first PHA Board meeting
following the AGM, Darral Ashton was
appointed as the Chairman for the next
two years, and Dr Bruce Kefford was
appointed Deputy Chairman.

Emergency measures to safeguard Australia
against global plant threat

Minister for Agriculture and Water
Resources, Barnaby Joyce, said the
enhanced import measures would apply
to plant material - ranging from daffodils
and yuccas to figs and coffee plants imported from high risk countries.

Mr Joyce said those countries where
the disease was known to be present
would need to test plant material
offshore to certify it is free of Xylella
or have their plant material tested and
held at Australia’s new state-of-theart quarantine facility in Melbourne to
manage the risk. This will apply to all
rooted plants, cuttings, budwood and
some bulbs and tubers imported from
the Americas, Europe and some Middle
Eastern and Asian countries that host
the disease.

“The exotic Xylella bacteria has
the potential to severely hurt our
horticulture and forestry industries
as well as infect our backyard trees,”
Minister Joyce said.

“I understand that these measures can
add to the cost of importing for our
businesses - this is unfortunate, but the
cost of doing nothing could be much
higher to Australia,” he said.

“Its continued global spread increases
the risk to Australia - that is why the
Australian Government has tightened
import conditions to manage the risk to
our domestic production and amenity.”

Grape vines are among the plants at
risk as X. fastidiosa is the bacterium
causing Pierce’s disease in vines. This
exotic pest lives in the xylem vessels of
the plant and blocks transport of water

The Australian Government introduced
emergency import measures on 19
November to safeguard a range of plant
species from a destructive bacterial
disease that has spread from the
Americas to Europe.

and the dissolved mineral nutrients.
Without water, the extremities of
infected plants shrivel up and the plant
eventually dies.
“The Xylella bacteria is costing
Californian grape growers $100 million
a year to manage and eradicate,”
Mr Joyce said.
“Australia is fortunate to be free of
many of the pests and diseases that are
prevalent in other parts of the world and our biosecurity system is designed
to keep it that way.”
Countries that can prove freedom from
Xylella will need to do so by 19 January
2016 or they will move to the high risk
category. Some plant material is not
affected by the increased measures either because stringent testing already
applies or, as is the case with seeds,
Xylella is not known to be transmitted
through them.
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Plant Health Australia
New Council to drive national management of fruit
flies
A new council has been formed to work
with growers and fruit fly management
community groups across all states
and territories to control fruit fly on a
national scale. The announcement was
made jointly by Plant Health Australia
(PHA), the national coordinators
of the industry-government plant
biosecurity partnership in Australia, and
Horticulture Innovation Australia (Hort
Innovation), one of the major funding
contributors.
The Board of Hort Innovation approved
funding for the three year commitment,
supplementing funds contributed by
the Australian Government and state
and territory governments, which has
allowed the joint industry-government
council to go ahead.
Greg Fraser, Executive Director and
Chief Executive Officer of PHA said that
the national partnership to tackle fruit
flies is a significant step forward for
Australian producers and exporters.

“It will need a concerted
effort by everyone
involved to manage the
pest, and that’s what the
council will do – drive
coordinated efforts
Australia wide.”
“The aim of the National Fruit Fly
Strategy that PHA developed a number
of years ago, is to have a national
system to manage fruit flies that is
effective enough to prevent fruit flies
being a constraint to sustainable
production, or a barrier to trade and
market access,” Mr Fraser said.
“This is an increasing challenge now
some common chemical controls have
been removed as options for farmers. It
will need a concerted effort by everyone
involved to manage the pest, and
that’s what the council will do – drive
coordinated efforts Australia wide.”
“We have to get everyone to play
their part – all governments including
local governments, industry bodies,
our research institutions, regional
groups combating the pest on the
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ground, individual farmers and even
householders in towns and cities who
have backyard fruit trees. It will only
be effective if everyone focuses on
controlling the pest at the same time.”
The new funding secured from Hort
Innovation and state and territory
governments will enable a full time
national manager of fruit flies to be
appointed to drive the Council’s
agenda. This role will have strong
links to the two new national positions
established by Hort Innovation,
the SITplus Program Director and
the Qfly Area-Wide Management
Coordinator. These three national
resources will coordinate activities to
ensure messages are delivered to all
stakeholder groups.
Hort Innovation Chief Executive Officer
John Lloyd said that the National Fruit
Fly Council is an exciting initiative that
supports the ongoing Australia-wide
management of fruit fly.
“Fruit fly is a major problem for
horticultural crops in most of Australia’s
mainland states,” Mr Lloyd said.
“The Hort Innovation Board is very
supportive of this next step in
supporting the national focus on fruit
flies, encompassing our co-investments
in both medfly and Qfly through the
SITplus program and the National SIT
facility – currently under construction in
Port Augusta, South Australia.”
The council will consider the
management of Mediterranean fruit
fly and the Qfly. There will also be an
emphasis on exotic fruit flies that could,
if established, significantly impact
the ability of industries to produce
marketable fruit.
The four main focus areas for the
council are:
¡ Fruit fly management systems –
activities for prevention, detection,
eradication, and management of
fruit flies

¡ Market access – activities that will
assist in securing entry conditions
for horticultural produce into
markets
¡ Legislation and regulation –
ensuring that regulation and
legislative controls for managing
fruit flies are in harmony both across
Australia and with international
standards
¡ Research and development –
ensuring that Australian R&D
provides technically justifiable
approaches and innovative
solutions to meet the requirements
of the three areas above.
The National Fruit Fly Council will take
over the work of the National Fruit Fly
Strategy Advisory Committee which has
been driving efforts since May 2014.
Mr Fraser said that this committee,
comprising industry and government
representatives and chaired by and
independent chair Jon Durham, had
made an impact at a national level
by advancing the National Fruit Fly
Strategy as an interim step.
“PHA appreciates the contribution of Mr
Durham and the other members of the
committee for getting the ball rolling,
but we’re very pleased that we now
have this three-year commitment from
industry and government to sustain the
momentum,” Mr Fraser said.
Fruit flies damage a wide range of
fruit and vegetable crops with the
value of fruit fly affected industries
being approximately $4.8 billion.
The economic benefit of a national
approach to controlling the pest was
clearly demonstrated in 2012 when
the Australian Bureau of Agricultural
and Resource Economics and Science
(ABARES) estimated that the benefits
to of implementing the National Fruit
Fly Strategy would be between $29 and
$38 million per year.

Exotic pest threats
High priority exotic pest threats of vines
Grapevine leaf rust (Phakopsora euvitis)

This series from Plant Health Australia features exotic pests that would survive, spread
and establish in Australian vineyards should they get through border quarantine controls.
Growers should be familiar with their appearance and symptoms so that they can
distinguish them from the pests that they normally encounter.
Report any unusual or suspect plant pest symptoms immediately via the Exotic Plant Pest
Hotline on 1800 084 881.

The difference in symptoms of grapevine leaf rust can be observed on the upper and
lower surface of leaves. Photo courtesy: Yuan-Min Shen, Taichung District Agricultural
Research and Extension Station, HYPERLINK “http://www.Bugwood.org”.

Grapevine leaf rust is caused by
the fungus Phakopsora euvitis and
mainly occurs in warm temperate and
subtropical grape growing regions. It
usually infects leaves but sometimes
also fruit, stems and rachises.
Heavy infestations are common and can
cause early senescence and leaf drop.
Grapevine leaf rust can also overwinter
as mycelium in grapevine buds.

What should I look for?
Grapevine leaf rust causes small,
dark, angular necrotic lesions on the
upper surface of grapevine leaves. On
the lower leaf surface, the lesions are
covered by orange to yellow sporulating
pustules.
Infection of grapevine leaf rust can
lead to weakening of the vine, causing
premature defoliation, poor shoot
growth and a reduction in fruit quality
and yield. This results in poor vine
growth for the following season and a
reduction in the quality and quantity of
fruit produced.

What can it be confused
with?
Phakopsora euvitis is the only known
rust on grapes (Vitis vinifera) so it is
unlikely to be confused with other pests.

Necrotic lesions on the upper surface of
a grapevine leaf.

How does it spread?
Grapevine leaf rust can spread easily
over long distances through wind-borne
spores, clothing and equipment as well as
through the movement of infested plant
material, particularly grapevine leaves.

Where is it now?
Grapevine leaf rust is currently found in
Asia, North America, Central and South
America.
An incursion occurred in 2001 in the
Northern Territory but was eradicated.
Ongoing surveys have determined that
the region has been free from grapevine
leaf rust since 2007.

Symptoms from infection on the lower
surface of a grapevine leaf.

How can I protect my
vineyard from grapevine
leaf rust?
Only source high health status
(preferably certified) plant material from
reliable and accredited suppliers. Check
your vineyard frequently for the presence
of new pests and investigate any sick
grapevines for unusual symptoms.
Make sure you are familiar with common
grapevine pests so you can tell if you
see something different. Keep records of
anything unusual and ensure all staff and
visitors adhere to on-farm biosecurity
and hygiene practices.

On the lower leaf surface, the lesions are
covered by orange to yellow sporulating
pustules.

Photo courtesy: Andrew M. Daly,
Northern Territory Department of
Primary Industry and Fisheries.
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Annual General Meeting
ADTF AGM raises issues of
concern
Kris Werner

Chairman

MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE
Chair

The Australian Dried Tree Fruits (ADTF)
Annual General Meeting was held on
Wednesday 18th November 2015, at
the Loxton Research Station, South
Australia.
Members dealt with a range of
business items at the AGM which are
summarised below.
Finance

¡ Flowering (5 to 9 day earlier than
2014), (-1 to 4 days average), early
lines early and higher chill and later
flowering lines normal to a bit late
¡ Expect maturity to be early to
normal
¡ Crops generally good to heavy, still
noticing ‘Black Bud’

Tony Loffler

The AGM resolved to adopt the annual
financial statements of Australian Dried
Tree Fruits Inc. for the year ended June
30, 2015. Chan Naylor Southern was
confirmed at the independent auditor
for 2015/16.

Paul Wittwer

Management Committee Elections

Rick Steicke

Tony Loffler and Paul Wittwer were reelected to the Management Committee
as grower members.

- River Ruby – M (mostly lower in
the tree)

Progress report on resolution from
2014 AGM

- Hunter – M

Kris Werner

Grower Representatives

Marketer Representative
David Swain
Angas Park Fruit Company

ADTF Inc. Secretariat
Phil Chidgzey
Dried Fruits Australia
54 Lemon Avenue
PO Box 5042
Mildura 3502
T: (03) 5023 5174
E: driedtreefruits@
driedfruitsaustralia.org.au

“That following a review of ADTF
finances, that ADTF should investigate
an alternative operating model involving
ADTF and the local Dried Fruits
Australia branch.”
Members discussed the difficult
financial position of the ADTF, which
was being particularly affected by the
large number of growers who were
processing and marketing their own
product, and not becoming members of
the organisation.
Members noted that the Management
Committee’s main short/medium term
objective was to enable the Apricot
seedlings evaluation project to be
completed over the period to April
2018.
Members were also informed that a
united entity (involving ADTF and the
South Australian branch of Dried Fruits
Australia) was probably the way to
move forward.

Apricot breeding project
SARDI Apricot Breeder Darren Graetz
provided an update on the Apricot
Seedlings Evaluation project and took
interested growers on a field walk at the
Loxton Research Station.
Some of the main points covered
included a 2014/15 season outlook:
¡ Winter chill readings were 1,237CU
(Loxton RC average 1,031CU),
about 20% higher than average
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¡ Variable but tending lighter crops on
commercial lines
- Riverbrite – M
- River Early – H (Huge flowering,
large drop at shuck fall, well
spaced)

- Moorpark – M-MH
- Story – M
Mr Graetz spoke about the current
apricot seedlings project: Selecting
and releasing to industry high quality
fresh and dried Australian apricots for
export and domestic markets which is
a collaboration between ADTF and the
South Australian Fresh Fruit Growers
Association. Some of the main points
covered include:
¡ Planted in 2008 (1,718 trees)
¡ 1st Selections 2012 (1,066 trees) Top rating trees grafted (x 6 trees)
¡ Final Selections 2013 (106
trees469438) - All remaining trees
grafted (x6 trees)
¡ Evaluation trees cropping on
Rootstock-:37890,36480(f) look
good
¡ 38 Lines left (Fresh 13(1), 9(2); Dry
18(1), 13(2). Both 18. Canning 3.
Genetics only 1.)
¡ Whole program= 137 lines (from
40,000) including 70 line genetic
collection
The best drying lines were outlined
and the performance of 12082, 37752,
37551, 36937, 37890 and peach 30090
in grower trials followed.
Growers wanting further information
on any of the trial selections should
contact Mr Graetz at
E: darren.graetz@sa.gov.au

R&D update
Producing high value dried grapes
Dried Fruits Australia’s Producing high
value dried grapes project has been
a major area of research for the past
18 months as the industry works to
regain European markets and lift overall
returns to growers.
The project has recently been extended
to enable the three on-farm trials to be
repeated this season, and gives us the
opportunity to recap on some of the
major findings to date.

Stage 1
Stage 1 of the project began in 2014
with the initial focus examining the
relationship between berry maturity at
the time drying was initiated and final
dried grape colour. It confirmed that
weather during drying was the biggest
influence on final dried grape colour,
but when this factor was removed,
there was no colour penalty associated
with large crop loads.
The use of plastic covers on summerpruned sultanas and Sunmuscat was
also investigated to gain some practical
experience on how covers would work
on Swingarm trellis and to assess
the impact on the microclimate in the
drying canopy.
Covers did not prevent drying grapes
from being exposed to high ambient
relative humidity. Final dried grape
colour was unaffected by covers,
although colour intensity was greater
with covers.
The stage 1 report suggested that
taking every advantage of the generally
warmer conditions in February would
seem advantageous. Therefore,
accelerating ripening and optimising
drying conditions to increase moisture
loss from grapes following summer
pruning would seem to be logical
priority areas for further research.

Stage 2
Stage 2 of the project saw the
completion of a full literature review
Producing High Value Dried Grapes and
the compilation and distribution of Best
Practice Guides (parts 1-3) which were
finalised and distributed during 2015
Three on-farm trials were also
conducted as part of Stage 2 and in
our previous report, it was noted that
while growers would appreciate the
excellent drying conditions in 2015,
“it will be difficult to demonstrate the
value of these techniques being trialled

to advance maturity and facilitate rapid
early drying of grapes”.
This early prediction proved to be very
accurate and we experienced a rare
season in which grapes dried rapidly
despite some growers’ poor preparation.
Trial 1. Advancing maturation with
potassium: On balance, there was
no evidence that the formulation used
in the Californian trials has the same
effect on the accumulation of total
refractable soluble solids (TSS) in the
two main Australian drying varieties in
season 2015. This conclusion needs to
be qualified by empirical observation
that maturation in the 2014-15 season
was earlier than normal which may have
had an impact on the effectiveness of
the formulation.

“Hort Innovation has
approved an extension of
the Producing high value
dried grapes project to
August 2016.”
Trial 2. Drying emulsion rates to
improve drying: The report concluded
that under such a perfect drying
conditions:
¡ Emulsion strength was only a
significant source of variation on
the moisture content of drying fruit
early in the drying process (i.e. up to
about DoY 55 or about a week after
cutting/emulsion application);
¡ Aspect (i.e. the orientation of the
Swingarm, and hence the fruiting
side) had no influence on drying; and
¡ A second emulsion application did
not hasten drying of sultanas, but
provided a small advantage with
Sunmuscat.
Trial 3. Improving drying conditions
in the vineyard: This trial aimed to
assess the impact of vineyard floor
management on the temperature
and relative humidity of the air in the
vineyard during trellis drying as a the
basis for identifying conditions that will
result in fruit drying more rapidly.
The plan had been to compare the air
above three vineyard floor management
strategies, namely:
¡ bare compact earth,
¡ mulched dry cover crop/volunteer
weeds on vineyard floor, and
¡ green standing cover crop.

However, a miscommunication resulted
in all the cover-cropped inter-row areas
being slashed, and effectively reducing
the trial to a single comparison of
mulched vineyard floor surface versus a
bare vineyard floor surface.
The report concluded:
¡ The air adjacent to the drying
grapes was more likely to be drier
if the vineyard floor was bare
compared to the vineyard floor
being covered in a layer of mulch.
¡ Irrespective of vineyard floor
management, the air adjacent to the
drying grapes was more likely to be
warmer than the bulk air.
¡ The range of relative humidity and
temperature differentials for the bare
soil surface part of the planting was
greater for that part of the vineyard
with a bare soil surface compared
to that part of the vineyard with a
mulched soil surface.

Repeat of on-farm trials in
2016
Hort Innovation (HIA) has approved
an extension of the project to August
2016, to enable the three on-farm trials
to be repeated in 2016.
Dried Fruits Australia explained that the
2015 season had been ideal for fruit
development with the result that fruit
maturity was earlier than normal. The
harvest period saw the best weather
conditions for drying fruit that had been
experienced for many years. Hot dry
weather prevailed throughout the drying
and harvest period until mid-April
creating ideal conditions for growers
to dry and harvest their fruit before the
April rain.
While ideal for dried grape producers,
the weather conditions were not
considered to be ‘normal’ for a
typical drying and harvest period.
These conditions meant that the
rationale behind the field trials, which
sought to more rapidly dry grapes by
increasing exposure to higher daytime
temperatures and thus reducing
exposure to adverse weather, could not
be fully tested.
Dried Fruits Australia will repeat the onfarm trials in 2016, when an ‘average
season’ is likely with drying interrupted
by rain event(s) enabling these project
objectives to be tested.
The Vine • Jan - Mar 2016
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Horticulture Innovation Australia
A fresh start for Australian horticulture

Susan Finger

Stephen Lynch

Mark Napper

industry representative organisations
and her local community.

Australian horticulture growers shaped
the future of their industry at the
inaugural Annual General Meeting
(AGM) for Horticulture Innovation
Australia (Hort Innovation) held on 27
November.
Hort Innovation is the sector’s new,
not-for-profit, industry services body
and Research and Development
Corporation (RDC) for Australian
horticulture. It invests more than $100
million in research, development
and marketing programs annually
for Australia’s $9 billion horticulture
industry.
The AGM saw the retirement of four
of the nine founding Hort Innovation
Directors, and the first election,
appointment and re-appointment of
four Directors who will now hold a
three-year term on the Board.
Over 107 applications were received
and after a rigorous selection process
carried out by the Director Nomination
Committee, seven nominees were
selected. Members at the AGM elected
Susan Finger, Stephen Lynch, Mark
Napper and Richard Hamley to the
Board.
Ms Finger was appointed a Director
of Hort Innovation at its registration in
2014, by the Minister for Agriculture.
She holds a Bachelor of Business and
is a member of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors. An active
partner in a family-owned business
which grows, stores and packs apples
at two orchards located in the Yarra
Valley, Victoria, Ms Finger has had
a strong involvement in farmer and
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Mr Lynch has over 35 years’ experience
in Australian and international
agribusiness. He was previously
a Director of the Almond Board of
Australia (2003–2009), Chairman for
three of those years, and a Board
Member of the Australian Nut Industry
Council (ANIC). He was also involved
in the establishment of Pollination
Australia. Mr Lynch previously held a
number of company directorships and
senior management roles, managing
horticulture operations and investments
from 1999 to 2012. His horticulture
experience covers strategy, investment,
project management and business
development assessment/advice.
A Director of Horticulture Australia
(HAL) since 2013 Mr Napper was
appointed a Director of Hort Innovation
at its registration in 2014. Mr Napper
owns a fruit orchard in Bangalow, New
South Wales, and currently grows
peaches, nectarines and custard apples
having previously grown avocadoes,
mangoes and mandarins. He is also
President of Low Chill Australia Inc.,
and is the Far North Coast District
Council representative on the New
South Wales Farmers’ Association
Horticulture Committee.
Mr Hamley is the Commercial Director –
Potatoes for Oakville Produce (formerly
MGroup), one of Australia’s largest
integrated grower/packer/marketers
of brushed and washed potatoes. He
holds a Bachelor of Science (Biological
Sciences) from the University of
Natal, South Africa and has more than
30 years experience in production
environments from broad acre field
crops, through large scale intensive
orchard and vineyard developments to
high-tech glasshouses.

Richard Hamley

His experience, which includes
international exposure, comprises
agronomy, agricultural research
and development, crop production,
category management, and operations
management.
One of the most important parts of
Hort Innovation’s new operating model
is that the company’s new members
are growers. During Hort Innovation’s
transition, a trustee company Tanoa
Pty Ltd was established to be the initial
member of the company while grower
members were recruited. Yesterday,
Tanoa Pty Ltd ceased to be a member
and the approved applicants for
membership became Hort Innovation’s
new members.
Hort Innovation Chairman, Selwyn Snell
said the AGM was a significant event
for Australian horticulture growers.
“Today’s meeting gives the horticultural
industry the chance for its leaders and
influencers to regroup, collaborate and
find the solutions necessary to make
Hort Innovation successful,” Mr Snell
said.
“Thank you to all who attended the first
Hort Innovation AGM. It is important to
show support for your industry, for your
levy investment, and for the future of
your company.
“Thank you to Ridley Bell and
Steve Morrow, founding Directors
of Horticulture Innovation Australia
Limited, for their contribution and
efforts towards building Hort Innovation
during its transitional year.
“Hort Innovation and its new Board
look forward to working positively with
growers and industry in 2016.”

Around the block
Take preventative practices against sunburn

The risk of sunburn is heightened in early
January when high temperatures often
occur as some varieties are starting to
go into véraison. The softening berries
are more vulnerable to damage from
the sun at this time and extra care is
warranted. Sunmuscat and Sunglo are
very susceptible to sunburn damage, and
given the right conditions, sultanas can
also incur sunburn damage at this critical
growth stage.
Early flowering and berry set this season
indicate that véraison may also be earlier
than normal. Growers are advised to keep
a close watch on weather forecasts and
be alert for periods of sustained high
temperatures.
To reduce the risk of sunburn in your crop:
¡ maintain adequate soil moisture;
¡ soil should be left undisturbed,
preferably with a mulch cover on
the vineyard floor
¡ consider applying a kaolin-based
‘sunscreen’

Prepare for harvest
With Christmas and New Year celebrations
over, it is time to ensure harvest
preparations are in place.
This is especially the case this year as
an early flowering and berry set could
advance maturity and the need to start of
harvest operations.
Equipment should be serviced and be
ready to start at any time.
If contractors are to be engaged for
harvest operations, make an initial
booking early and keep in regular contact

so the contractor is aware of your situation
and any changes. Otherwise there is
the possibility that the contractor is not
available to work on-site when needed
which could affect quality of fruit if rain
occurs.

Keep an eye on the
weather
Don’t become lulled into a sense of
false security following the ideal drying
conditions and harvest last year. In most
years there is a rain event at some time
in the lead up to, or through the harvest
period.
Make contingency plans for the
possibility of rain and keep a sharp eye
on the weather outlook. Check the 7-day
forecasts daily in the lead up to, and
during, harvest, so that you can implement
the contingency plans should rain be
forecast.
Weather forecasting is becoming more
reliable for the medium term (7 days). If a
rain event with humid weather is forecast
and fruit is mature enough to commence
summer pruning operations, act on the
most suitable of your plans to manage
your harvest.

to know how long each operation will
take to complete. Knowing this will help
determine when summer pruning should
commence and the number of personnel
required.
Another key factor in deciding when
to start cutting is to consider when the
summer pruning operations should ideally
end for each variety to take advantage of
the best weather conditions to maximise
drying.
Summer pruning finish dates for the
particular varieties are¡ sultana - no later than the end of
February - 2 March
¡ Carina- no later than the end of
February
¡ Sunmuscat -no later than 7 March
(end of 1st week of March)
¡ Sunglo - no later than 7 March (end
of 1st week of March)
By utilising the hottest weather and
longest day length drying time can be
reduced. Rapid drying has the additional
benefit of reducing the exposure of drying
fruit to the risk of rains and dews as the
season finishes.

Regardless of forecast rain, harvest should
start at such a time to maximise the
hottest of the weather and longest of day
length. This will allow the rapid breakdown
of sprayed summer pruned fruit which
may help optimise chances of producing
high quality light coloured fruit.

To hasten drying of sultana, consider
increasing the emulsion mixture from 0.5%
oil and 0.6% potash to 0.6% oil and 0.8%
potash for the initial spray and a follow-up
spray of 0.5% oil and 0.6% potash as the
berries are starting to break down and
wrinkles on the berry skins develop.

Aim for optimal drying
conditions

The emulsion mixture for Sunmuscat
and Sunglo should be 0.6% oil and 0.8%
potash with a second spray of 0.5% oil and
0.6% potash.

When planning for harvest it is important
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“Suppliers of improved grapevine rootstock
and scion wood to the grape industry”
Contact Gary Thomas
Tel: (03) 5022 8499 Mob: 0418 997 730
PO Box 5051, Mildura Vic 3502
Email: vamvvia@bigpond.com
Please see website for more information & order forms

www.vamvvia.org

